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Abstract
Using the Newman-Penrose formalism we study the characteristic initial value problem
in vacuum General Relativity. We work in a gauge suggested by Stewart, and following the
strategy taken in the work of Luk, demonstrate local existence of solutions in a neighbourhood
of the set on which data are given. These data are given on intersecting null hypersurfaces.
Existence near their intersection is achieved by combining the observation that the field
equations are symmetric hyperbolic in this gauge with the results of Rendall. To obtain
existence all the way along the null-hypersurfaces themselves, a bootstrap argument involving
the Newman-Penrose variables is performed.
1 Introduction
The simplest setups of partial differential equations (PDEs) are of course the boundary value and
Cauchy / initial value problems (IVPs). For hyperbolic PDEs the IVP is of particular interest
since it naturally forms a well-posed problem. Rather than specifying data just on a spacelike
hypersurface as in the IVP however, we can consider additionally the initial boundary value
problem. In this setup might have, for example, a compact spatial domain and then choose
suitable boundary conditions on a timelike worldtube at the perimeter of that domain. A third
possibility, that we consider in the present work, is the characteristic initial value problem (CIVP).
Here data are specified on characteristic surfaces of the equations under consideration. In the
context of general relativity (GR) these surfaces are null slices.
In GR the CIVP has a long history which dates back at least to the pioneering work by Bondi
and collaborators on gravitational waves —see [1, 2]. The analysis in this work is based on the
observation that in coordinates (Bondi coordinates) adapted to the geometry of outgoing light
cones, the Einstein equations give rise to a hierarchy of equations which can be formally solved in
sequence if certain pieces of data are provided. These ideas were formalised in subsequent work
by Sachs —see [3]. The CIVP was reconsidered by Newman & Penrose in their more geometric
reformulation of the original analysis of gravitational radiation by Bondi and collaborators —
see [4], which also contains the original formulation of the frame formulation of the Einstein field
equations known as the Newman-Penrose (NP) formalism. The work by Newman & Penrose
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identifies particular components of the Weyl tensor (expressed in terms of a null frame) as the
key pieces of free data to be specified on the characteristic hypersurfaces. The CIVP setup also
underlies subsequent work by Penrose on the properties of massless spin fields and his approach
of exact sequences of fields —see [5]. The common theme in this early work on the CIVP in GR is
that is mainly concerned with the structural (i.e. algebraic) properties of the system of equations
and does not systematically address the issue of existence and uniqueness of solutions.
Pioneering work on technical issues concerning the existence and uniqueness of solutions to
the characteristic problem for the Einstein field equations can be found in the analysis of Mu¨ller
zu Hagen and Seifert [6]. These ideas were brought to fruition in the work of Friedrich —
see [7]. There, it was shown that the formulation of the characteristic problem by Newman &
Penrose implies a symmetric hyperbolic evolution system for which known techniques from the
theory of PDEs can be applied. In particular, Friedrich shows the local existence of solution
near the intersection of the characteristic hypersurfaces under the assumption of analyticity of
the freely specifiable data. This method was extended in subsequent work to characteristic
problems for a conformal representation of the Einstein field equations (the the conformal Einstein
field equations) —see [8, 9]. Among other things, this work demonstrates the mathematical
consistency of the work on the nature of gravitational waves by Bondi and collaborators and
Newman & Penrose. The formulation of the CIVP for the Einstein equations using the NP
formalism was further developed as a possible pathway towards numerical simulations of the
Einstein field equations [10] —see also [11] for an alternative formulation for numerics using
the Bondi approach to the characteristic problem, and also influenced work on the nature and
classification of caustics in Relativity [12].
A major milestone in the analysis of the problem came with the influential work by Rendall
on the reduction of the CIVP to a standard IVP [13], whose well-posedness is guaranteed by
the classical results of Choquet-Bruhat [14]. In particular this reduction provides an improved
version of the local existence theorem for the CIVP for the Einstein field equations which only
requires a finite level of differentiability of the initial data. Rendall’s method was subsequently
used to obtain a smooth data version Friedrich local existence result for the asymptotic CIVP
for the conformal Einstein field equations. Ideas arising from the CIVP underline and permeate
the fundamental work by Christodoulou & Klainermann and on the non-linear stability for the
Einstein field equations [15, 16]. In particular, Christodoulou & Klainermann make use of a null
frame formalism related to that of Newman & Penrose. Moreover, their analysis systematically
exploits the nonlinear structure of the Einstein field equations when expressed in terms of such a
null frame.
The structural properties identified in the analysis by Christodoulou & Klainermann paved
the way for an improved local existence result for the CIVP for the Einstein equations. Working in
a gauge adopted from Christodoulou’s work on the formation of black holes [17], which explicitly
employs double-null coordinates, such an improved result has been given by Luk [18]. This work
guarantees an existence domain no longer restricted to a neighbourhood of the intersection of
the initial null hypersurfaces but that stretches along them. Recently, Luk’s analysis has been
extended so that the existence interval extends arbitrarily along the null hypersurfaces and, thus,
the solution contains a piece of infinity —see [19]. An alternative approach to an improve local
existence result for the CIVP has been pursued by Chrus´ciel and collaborators —see [20, 21, 22]
This approach makes use of second order evolution equations for which well developed theory of
the CIVP exists —see e.g. [23, 24].
Presently we are interested in two follow-up questions for which the work of Rendall [13] and
Luk [18] are most relevant. Firstly, how do the aforementioned results look when expressed in the
language of the Newman-Penrose formalism? Following long-term existence results in harmonic
gauge [25], it is apparent that a variety of formulations of GR exhibit desirable structure in
their nonlinearities. Second, we are therefore curious as to the robustness of this ‘null-structure’
under changes of gauge. We hence give a formulation of the CIVP heavily influenced by that of
Stewart [26], and demonstrate for that formulation local existence in a full neighbourhood of the
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Figure 1: Comparison of the existence domains for the characteristic problem: (a) existence
domain using Rendall’s strategy based on the reduction to a standard Cauchy problem; (b)
existence domain using Luk’s strategy —in principle, the long side of the rectangles extends for
as much as one has control on the initial data.
initial null surfaces. In first instance, the argument here provided gives an improved local existence
result along one of the initial hypersurfaces. This argument can be adapted, mutatis mutandi,
to obtain improved local existence along the other initial hypersurface —see Figure 1, (b). For
conciseness, we restrict our discussion to the neighbourhood of only one of the hypersurfaces.
A tertiary aim in translating to the NP formalism is to allow for the arguments and methods
employed with Christodoulou’s formulation to be reformed for application elsewhere. Our interest
in understanding the structural properties of the NP field equations is what drives us to consider
the approach to an improved local existence result for the CIVP pursued by Luk rather than the
one followed by Chrus´ciel and collaborators. In the future we hope that this will permit us to
obtain similar results for the conformal field equations [8, 9]. Regarding the question of robustness
of the nonlinearities, our work serves only as a stepping stone for a more detailed investigation.
Nevertheless it is worth stressing that our gauge differs from that used elsewhere, and that the
nonlinearities of the equations do retain sufficient structure for us to successfully manage.
Notation and conventions
We take {a, b, c, . . . } to denote abstract tensor indices whereas {µ,ν ,λ , . . . } will be used as space-
time coordinate indices with the values 0, . . . , 3. Our conventions for the curvature tensors are
fixed by the relation
(∇a∇b −∇b∇a)vc = Rcdabvd. (1)
We make systematic use of the NP formalism as described, for example, in [26, 27]. In particular,
the signature of Lorentzian metrics is (+−−−). Many of our derivations, although straightfor-
ward, are fairly lengthy, so we have included in Appendix A a complete summary of the equations
of the NP-formalism, highlighting the simplifications that occur with our particular gauge. We
recommend that the reader keep a copy of the appendix to hand as they read the paper.
2 The geometry of the problem
Let (M, g) denote a vacuum spacetime satisfying Rab = 0, whereM is a 4-dimensional manifold
with boundary and an edge. The boundary consists of two null hypersurface: N?, the outgoing
null hypersurface; N ′?, the incoming null hypersurface with non-empty intersection S? ≡ N?∩N ′?.
For concreteness we will assume that S? ≈ S2.
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Given a neighbourhood U of S?, one can introduce coordinates x = (xµ) with x0 = v and x1 =
u such that, at least in a neighbourhood of S? one can write
N? = {p ∈ U | u(p) = 0}, N ′? = {p ∈ U | v(p) = 0}.
Given suitable data on (N?∪N ′?)∩U we are interested in making statements about the existence
and uniqueness of solutions to the vacuum Einstein field equations of the aforementioned type on
some open set
V ⊂ {p ∈ U | u(p) ≥ 0, v(p) ≥ 0}
which we identify with a subset of the future domain of dependence, D+(N? ∪N ′?), of N? ∪N ′?.
2.1 Construction of the gauge: Stewart’s approach
We will ultimately be concerned with existence and uniqueness of solutions, but, as is common
in such constructions, it is useful to start by assuming existence in order to give a concrete PDE
formulation of the problem. In this section we thus briefly review the gauge choice. In the rest
of this article we will call this construction Stewart’s gauge.
2.1.1 Coordinates
In the following it will be convenient to regard the 2-dimensional surface S? as a submanifold of
a spacelike hypersurface S . The subsequent discussion will be restricted to the future of S . As
S? ≈ S2, one has that S? divides S in two regions —the interior of S? and the exterior of S?. Now,
consider a foliation of S by 2-dimensional surfaces with the topology of S2 which includes S?.
At each of the 2-dimensional surfaces we assume there pass two null hypersurfaces. Further, we
assume that:
i). one of these hypersurfaces has the property that the projection of the tangent vectors of their
generators at S? point outwards —we call these null hypersurfaces outgoing light cones;
ii). one of these hypersurfaces has the property that the projection of the tangent vectors of
their generators at S? point inwards —we call these null hypersurfaces ingoing light cones.
Thus, as least close to S one obtains a 1-parameter family of outgoing null hypersurface Nu
and a 1-parameter family of ingoing null hypersurface N ′v. One can then define scalar fields u
and v by the requirements, respectively, that u is constant on each of the Nu and v is constant
on each N ′v. In particular, we assume that N0 = N? and N ′0 = N ′?. Following standard usage, we
call u a retarded time and v an advanced time. We use the notation Nu(v1, v2) to denote the
part of the hypersurface Nu with v1 ≤ v ≤ v2. Likewise N ′v(u1, u2) has a similar definition. We
denote the sphere intersected by Nu and N ′v by Su,v. We define the region⋃
0≤v′≤v,0≤u′≤u
Su′,v′ (4)
as Du,v. We also define the time function
t ≡ u+ v, (5)
and the truncated causal diamond,
D t˜u,v ≡ Du,v ∩ {t ≤ t˜}, (6)
which will be used frequently throughout our arguments.
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Figure 2: Setup for Stewart’s gauge. The construction makes use of a double null foliation
of the future domain of dependence of the initial hypersurface N? ∪ N ′?. The coordinates and
NP null tetrad are adapted to this geometric setting. The analysis in this article is focused
on the arbitrarily thin grey rectangular domain along the hypersurface N?. The argument can
be adapted, in a suitable manner, to a similar rectangle along N ′?. See the main text for the
definitions of the various regions and objects.
The scalar fields u and v introduced in the previous paragraph will be used as coordinates in
a neighbourhood of S?. To complete the coordinate system, consider arbitrary coordinates (xA)
on S?, with the index A taking the values 2, 3. These coordinates are then propagated into N?
by requiring them to be constant along the generators of N?. Once coordinates have been defined
on N?, one can propagate them into V by requiring them to be constant along the generators of
each N ′v. In this manner one obtains a coordinate system (xµ) = (v, u, xA) in V.
2.1.2 The NP frame
To construct a null NP tetrad we choose vector fields la and na to be tangent to the generators
of Nu and N ′v respectively. Further we require them to be normalised according to
gabl
anb = 1.
The latter normalisation condition is preserved under the boost,
la 7→ ςla, na 7→ ς−1na, ς ∈ R.
This freedom can be used to set
na = ∇av.
This requirement still leaves some freedom left as one can choose a relabelling of the form v 7→
V (v). Next, we choose the complex vector fields ma and m¯a so that they are tangent to the
surfaces Su,v and satisfy the conditions
gabm
am¯b = −1, gabmamb = 0.
There is still the freedom to perform a spin
ma 7→ eiθma, θ ∈ R
at each point.
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Remark 1. It can be verified that the vectors {la, na, ma, m¯a} constructed in the previous
paragraphs satisfy
gabl
amb = gabn
amb = gabl
am¯b = gabn
am¯b = 0.
Now, observing that, by construction, on the generators of each null hypersurface N ?v only
the coordinate u varies, one has that
nµ∂µ = Q∂u,
where Q is a real function of the position. Furthermore, since the vector la is tangent to the
generators of each Nu and lana = la∇av = 1, one has that
lµ∂µ = ∂v + C
A∂A,
where, again, the components CA are real functions of the position. By construction, the coordi-
nates (xA) do not vary along the generators of N?-that is, one has that la∇axA = 0. Accordingly,
one has that
CA = 0 on N?.
Finally, since ma and m¯a span the tangent space of each surface Su,v one has that
mµ∂µ = P
A∂A,
where the coefficients PA are complex functions.
Summarising, we make the following choice:
Assumption 1 (Stewart’s choice of the components of the frame). On V one can find a
Newman-Penrose frame {la, na, ma, m¯a} of the form:
l = ∂v + C
A∂A, n = Q∂u, m = PA∂A.
Remark 2. In view of the normalisation condition gabm
am¯b = −1, there are only 3 real functions
involved in the PA’s. Thus, Q, CA together with PA give six scalar fields describing the metric.
Thus the components (gµν) of the contravariant form of the metric g are of the form
(gµν) =
 0 Q 0Q 0 QCA
0 QCA σAB
 ,
where
σAB ≡ −(PAP¯B + P¯APB).
Here and in what follows σ is the induced metric on Su,v, and has contravariant components σAB
defined in the standard manner. Note that care is needed to distinguish σ, the NP connection
coefficient, from this quantity. From the expression, we can compute that lµdx
µ = Q−1du,
σABPAPB = 0, σABPAP¯B = −1 and −∂ACA = m¯AδCA +mAδ¯CA directly.
Remark 3. On N ′? one has that n = Q∂u. As the coordinates (xA) are constant along the
generators of N? and N ′?, it follows that on N ′? the coefficient Q is only a function of u. Thus,
without loss of generality one can parameterise u so as to set Q = 1 on N ′?.
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2.2 Analysis of the NP commutators
In this subsection we analyse some simple consequences of the NP frame of Assumption 1 and
the NP commutator equations (29a)-(29d). In particular, we exploit the fact that given a choice
of NP frame, the evaluation of the NP commutators on the coordinates gives rise to two different
types of equations, namely i). conditions on the spin connection coefficients, and ii). equations
for the coefficients of the frame. In what follows we analyse these two classes of equations. For
future use observe that from the definition of the NP frame {la, na, ma, m¯a} in Assumption 1
it readily follows that,
Dv = 1, ∆v = 0, δv = 0, δ¯v = 0, (9a)
Du = 0, ∆u = Q, δu = 0, δ¯u = 0, (9b)
DxA = CA, ∆xA = 0, δxA = PA, δ¯xA = P¯A. (9c)
2.2.1 Spin connection coefficients
Direct inspection of the NP commutators (29a)-(29d) applied to the coordinates (v, u, x2, x3)
taking into account (9a)-(9c) yields on V the conditions,
κ = ν = 0, γ + γ¯ = 0, ρ = ρ¯, µ = µ¯, pi = α+ β¯.
We will see that these gauge conditions can be refined still further.
Fixing the rotation freedom. The set up of frame vectors under Assumption 1 allows the
freedom of a rotation
ma 7→ m′a = eiθma.
The latter, in turn, implies the transformation
γ − γ¯ 7→ γ′ − γ¯′ = γ − γ¯ − i∆θ.
Accordingly, by requiring θ to satisfy the equation
∆θ = i(γ¯ − γ) (10)
it is always possible to assume that γ¯−γ = 0, which, together with the condition γ+ γ¯ = 0 allows
us to set γ = 0 on V. A similar computation shows that
− ¯ 7→ ′ − ¯′ = − ¯+ iDθ.
This equation can be used to set − ¯ = 0 on N?. Also, after solving this equation, the result θ
on N? can be the initial value of equation (10). The value of Q on N? can be propagated from S?
using the transport equation,
DQ = −(+ ¯)Q = −2Q
that is,
∂vQ = −2Q.
Summarising, we have the following gauge restriction, which we employ exclusively in what
follows:
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Lemma 1 (properties of the connection coefficients in Stewart’s gauge). The NP frame
of Assumption 1 can be chosen such that
κ = ν = γ = 0, (11a)
ρ = ρ¯, µ = µ¯, (11b)
pi = α+ β¯ (11c)
on V and, furthermore, with
− ¯ = 0 on V ∩ N?.
2.2.2 Equations for the frame coefficients
Taking into account the conditions on the spin connection coefficients given by (11a)-(11c), it
follows that the remaining commutators yield the equations
∆CA = −(τ¯ + pi)PA − (τ + p¯i)P¯A, (12a)
∆PA = −µPA − λ¯P¯A, (12b)
DPA − δCA = (ρ+ − ¯)PA + σP¯A, (12c)
DQ = −(+ ¯)Q, (12d)
δ¯PA − δP¯A = (α− β¯)PA − (α¯− β)P¯A, (12e)
δQ = (τ − p¯i)Q. (12f)
Remark 4. Equations (12a)-(12b) allow us to evolve the frame coefficients CA and PA off of
the null hypersurface N ′?. Equations (12c)-(12d) allow evolution of the coefficients Q and PA
along the null generators of N?. Finally (12e)-(12f) provide constraints for Q and PA on the
spheres Su,v.
3 The formulation of the CIVP
In this section we analyse general aspects of the CIVP for the vacuum Einstein field equations
on the null hypersurfaces N? and N ′?. The hierarchical structure allows the identification of the
basic reduced initial data set r? from which the full initial data on N? ∪N ′? can be computed.
Lemma 2 (freely specifiable data for the CIVP). Working in the gauge given by Assump-
tion 1 and Lemma 1, initial data for the vacuum Einstein field equations on N? ∪ N ′? can be
computed (near S?) from the reduced data set r? consisting of:
Ψ0, + ¯ on N?,
Ψ4 on N ′?,
λ, σ, µ, ρ, pi, PA on S?.
Proof. The proof follows by inspection of the various intrinsic equations on N?, N ′? and S?.
Data on S?. Since PA are given, the operators δ and δ¯ are well defined on S? and intrinsic
to this 2-dimensional hypersurface. From the definition of the connection coefficients α and β it
follows that the inner connection of S? is described by the combination α − β¯. This is readily
computable from the data PA on S?. Thus, using α+ β¯ = pi, one can compute α and β. Noting
that Q = 1 on S? ⊂ N ′?, we obtain that pi = τ¯ from (12f). Then we obtain all the values of
connection coefficients on S?. Thus, the constraint equations (30q), (30j), (30n) of the structure
equations can be used to compute the value of Ψ1, Ψ2, Ψ3 on S?. With that, all initial data for
the connection coefficients and Weyl curvature on S? have been obtained.
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Data on N ′?. On the incoming null hypersurface N ′? we can obtain that Q = 1 leads to τ = p¯i
from equation (12f) and ∆ = ∂u. Making use of the structure equations (30g) and (30o), which
can be reduced by the gauge condition, namely
∂µ
∂u
= −λλ¯− µ2,
∂λ
∂u
= −Ψ4 − 2λµ,
we can obtain the value of µ and λ on N ′?. Then the frame coefficients PA on N ′? are computed
using equation (12b) which takes the form
∂PA
∂u
= −µPA − λ¯P¯A.
Thus we can compute the δ-direction derivative onN ′?. Solving the structure equations (30d), (30k)
with the Bianchi identity equation (31d), namely
− ∂α
∂u
= Ψ3 + βλ+ αµ¯+ λτ
− ∂β
∂u
= αλ¯+ βµ+ µτ,
∂Ψ3
∂u
− PA ∂Ψ4
∂xA
= (4β − τ)Ψ4 − 4µΨ3,
together we can compute the value of α, β and Ψ3 on N ′?. Then equation (12a)
∂CA
∂u
= −(τ¯ + pi)PA − (τ + p¯i)P¯A
reveals the value of the frame coefficients CA on N ′?. With the above information at hand one
can use equations (30a), (30i), (30r) and (31e):
∂
∂u
= −Ψ2 − βpi − αp¯i − ατ − piτ − βτ¯ ,
PA
∂τ
∂xA
− ∂σ
∂u
= λ¯ρ+ µσ − α¯τ + βτ + τ2,
P¯A
∂τ
∂xA
− ∂ρ
∂u
= Ψ2 + µ¯ρ+ λσ + ατ − β¯τ + τ τ¯ ,
∂Ψ2
∂u
− PA ∂Ψ3
∂xA
= σΨ4 + 2(β − τ)Ψ3 − 3µΨ2
to compute the value of , σ, ρ and Ψ2 on N ′?. The Bianchi identity equation (31h)
∂Ψ1
∂u
− PA ∂Ψ2
∂xA
= −2µΨ1 − 3τΨ2 + 2σΨ3,
provides the value of Ψ1 on N ′?. With the results above, we can then compute the value of Ψ0
from equation (31b)
∂Ψ0
∂u
− PA ∂Ψ1
∂xA
= −µΨ0 − 2(2τ + β)Ψ1 + 3σΨ2.
Data on N?. From equation (12d) one has that ∂vQ = −(+ ¯)Q so that, using the value of Q
at S? one can compute the value of Q on N?. The structure equations (30f) and (30m) give
∂σ
∂v
= Ψ0 + 3σ − ¯σ + 2ρσ,
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∂ρ
∂v
= 2ρ+ ρ2 + σσ¯.
Solving these last equations one can obtain the value of σ and ρ on N?. Then the value of PA
on N? can be computed using equation (12c) which in the present setting takes the form
∂PA
∂v
= ρPA + σP¯A
Then the structure equations (30e), (30l) and the Bianchi identity (31a), namely,
PA
∂
∂xA
− ∂β
∂v
= −Ψ1 + α¯+ β¯− p¯i − βρ− ασ − piσ,
P¯A
∂
∂xA
− ∂α
∂v
= 2α+ β¯− α¯− pi − αρ− piρ− βσ¯
P¯A
∂Ψ0
∂xA
− ∂Ψ1
∂v
= (4α− pi)Ψ0 − 2(2ρ+ )Ψ1.
provide us the value of α, β and Ψ1 on N?. Next, the structure equation (30b) which takes the
form
∂τ
∂v
= Ψ1 + p¯iρ+ piσ + τ − ¯τ + ρτ + στ¯
gives us the value of τ on N?. Similarly, the structure equations (30h), (30p) and the Bianchi
identity equation (31e)
PA
∂pi
∂xA
− ∂µ
∂v
= −Ψ2 + µ+ ¯µ+ α¯pi − βpi − pip¯i − µρ− λσ,
P¯A
∂pi
∂xA
− ∂λ
∂v
= 3λ− ¯λ− αpi + β¯pi − pi2 − λρ− µσ¯,
∂Ψ2
∂v
− P¯A ∂Ψ1
∂xA
= −λΨ0 + 2(pi − α)Ψ1 + 3ρΨ2
give us the value of µ, λ and Ψ2 on N?. Next, the Bianchi identity equations (31g) and (31c)
∂Ψ3
∂v
− P¯A ∂Ψ2
∂xA
= 2(ρ− )Ψ3 + 3piΨ2 − 2λΨ1,
P¯A
∂Ψ3
∂xA
− ∂Ψ4
∂v
= (4− ρ)Ψ4 − 2(2pi + α)Ψ3 + 3λΨ2,
show us the value of Ψ3 and Ψ4 on N?. Finally, we have obtained all the initial values on N?∪N ′?
from the reduced data set r?.
4 Rendall’s local existence theory
In order to apply the basic local existence theory for the CIVP as formulated by Rendall [13] (see
also Section 12.5 of [28]), one has to extract a suitable symmetric hyperbolic evolution system
from the Einstein field equations. The gauge introduced in Section 2.1 allows us to perform this
reduction.
4.1 Construction of the reduced evolution system
In the following it will be convenient to group the components of the frame in the vector valued
function
et ≡ (CA, PA, Q),
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the spin connection coefficients not fixed by the gauge in
Γt ≡ (, pi, β, µ, α, λ, τ, σ, ρ),
and the independent components of the Weyl spinor as
Ψt ≡ (Ψ0, Ψ1, Ψ2,Ψ3, Ψ4),
where superscript-t denotes the operation of taking the transpose of a column vector.
A suitable symmetric hyperbolic system for the the frame components and the spin coefficients
can be obtained from equations (12a), (12b), (12d) and (30a), (30b), (30c), (30d), (30f), (30g),
(30k), (30m), (30o), respectively. These can be written in the schematic form
D1e = B1(Γ, e)e,
D2Γ = B2(Γ,Ψ)Γ,
where D1 and D2 are matrix operators given by,
D1 = diag(∆, ∆, D),
D2 = diag(∆, ∆, ∆, ∆, ∆, ∆, D, D, D),
and B1, B2 are smooth matrix-valued functions of their arguments whose explicit form will not
be required in the subsequent analysis in this section.
The Bianchi identity equations (31a)-(31h) can be reorganised as
D3Ψ = B3Ψ (13)
where
D3 =

∆ −δ 0 0 0
−δ¯ D + ∆ −δ 0 0
0 −δ¯ D + ∆ −δ 0
0 0 −δ¯ D + ∆ −δ
0 0 0 −δ¯ D

and B3 = B3(Γ). Writing
D3 = Aµ3∂µ
one has that
Av3 = diag(0, 1, 1, 1, 1),
Au3 = diag(Q, Q, Q, Q, 0),
and
AA3 =

0 −PA 0 0 0
−P¯A CA −PA 0 0
0 −P¯A CA −PA 0
0 0 −P¯A CA −PA
0 0 0 −P¯A CA
 .
The evolution system (13) for the components of the Weyl tensor are obtained through the
combinations (31b), (31h)-(31a), (31e)+(31f), (31d)+(31g) and −(31c) respectively. It can be
readily verified that the matrices Aµ3 are Hermitian. Moreover,
Aµ3 (lµ + nµ) = diag(1, 2, 2, 2, 1)
is clearly positive definite. We can summarise the above discussion with:
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Lemma 3 (the evolution system). The evolution system
D1e = B1e, (14a)
D2Γ = B2Γ, (14b)
D3Ψ = B3Ψ, (14c)
implied by the NP field equations written in Stewart’s gauge (see Section 2.1) is symmetric hy-
perbolic with respect to the direction given by τa = la + na.
Remark 5. In the following, making use of the standard terminology, we call the evolution
system the reduced Einstein field equations.
Remark 6. The symmetric hyperbolicity of the reduced equations (14a)-(14c) is the key struc-
tural property which allows us to employ Rendall’s local existence strategy —see the discussion in
Section 4.2 below.
As the hyperbolic reduction leading to the previous result makes use of a subset of the NP
equations, it is also key to have a propagation of the constraints result for the discarded equations.
Making use of analysis similar to the one discussed in Section 12.5 of [28] one obtains the following:
Proposition 1 (propagation of the constraints). A solution of the reduced vacuum Einstein
field equations (14a)-(14c) on a neighbourhood V of S? on J+(S?), the causal future of S?, that
coincides with initial data on N ′? ∪ N? satisfying the vacuum Einstein equations is a solution to
the vacuum Einstein field equations on V.
Remark 7. A consequence of the propagation of the constraints, once local existence has been
established, is that we may use any combination of the NP field equations in their gauge simplified
form in the required subsequent analysis. For example, from this point on we have pi = α + β¯,
and hence discard pi or view it as a shorthand in what follows.
4.2 Computation of the formal derivatives on N ′? ∪N?
As already mentioned, Rendall’s approach to the local existence of solutions to the characteris-
tic problem for symmetric hyperbolic systems makes use of an auxiliary Cauchy problem on a
spacelike hypersurface
S? ≡ {p ∈ R× R× S2 | v(p) + u(p) = 0}.
The formulation of this problem crucially depends on Whitney’s extension theorem. To apply this
extension theorem it is necessary to be able to evaluate all derivatives (interior and transverse)
of the initial data on N ′? ∪N?. A discussion of the ideas behind Rendall’s approach can be found
in Section 12.5 of [28]. For completeness, a formulation of Rendall’s result is given below:
Theorem 1 (local existence for the CIVP, Rendall). Let N? and N ′? denote two charac-
teristic hypersurfaces for the symmetric hyperbolic system
Aµ(x,u)∂µu = B(x,u)
with smooth, freely specifiable data on N? and N? such that all (formal) derivatives of u on N?∪N ′?
to any desired order can be computed in a neighbourhood W ⊂ N? ∪ N ′? of N? ∩ N ′?. Then there
exists a unique solution u to the CIVP in a neighbourhood V of N? ∩N ′? with u ≥ 0, v ≥ 0.
An important property of the NP equations in Stewart’s gauge is that they allow the compu-
tation of the (formal) derivatives of all the fields to any order from the reduced data r? provided
in Lemma 2. This property is discussed in the next paragraphs.
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Computation of formal derivatives on N?. To compute the formal derivatives on N? one
first observes that the partial derivatives ∂v, ∂2, ∂3 are interior whereas ∂u is transverse. In this
case, direct inspection shows that except for
∂uQ, ∂uτ, ∂uΨ4,
all ∂u-derivatives of the unknowns in the vectors e, Γ, Ψ can be computed using the structure
equations (12a), (12b), the NP Ricci identities (30a), (30c), (30d), (30g), (30i), (30k), (30o),
(30r), and the Bianchi identities (31b), (31d), (31f) and (31h).
To obtain these exceptional cases one first applies Q∂u to both sides of equations (12d), (30b)
and (31c) to obtain
Q∂v(∂uQ) = −Q2∂u(+ ¯)−Q(+ ¯)∂uQ,
Q∂v(∂uτ) = L(∂uτ),
Q∂v(∂uΨ4)−Q∂uP¯A∂AΨ3 −QP¯A∂u∂AΨ3 = M(∂uΨ4),
where L,M are smooth functions of {e,Γ,Ψ} and their n-direction derivatives. One can regard
the above equations as first order linear ordinary differential equations for ∂uQ, ∂uτ, ∂uΨ4 along
the generators ofN?. Since we have all the initial values of the components of {e,Γ,Ψ} onN ′?∪N?,
we can compute the initial value of ∂uQ, ∂uτ, ∂uΨ4 on S?. The general results for the existence
theorem of ordinary differential equations ensures that the above equation system can be solved
in a neighbourhood of S?. In the following, we assume that the initial data provided is such
that it yields a uniform existence domain for the solutions to the transport equations —this is a
major assumption on the initial data in this construction. Accordingly, all the first transverse
derivatives on N? can be explicitly computed. The higher order ∂u-derivatives can be computed
in a similar way. Throughout it is assumed that the neighbourhood on which this construction
can be done in uniform for any order of the derivatives.
Computation of formal derivatives on N ′?. The analysis of the formal derivatives on N ′? is
almost the mirror image of that on N?. In this case ∂u, ∂2, ∂3 are interior while ∂v is transverse.
Accordingly, except for
∂vC
A, ∂v, ∂vΨ0,
all ∂v-derivatives of the components of {e,Γ,Ψ} can be computed using the structure equa-
tions (12c)-(12d), the Ricci identities and the Bianchi identity. Applying the directional deriva-
tive D = ∂v + C
A∂A to both sides of equations (12a), (30a) and (31b) one obtains equations
which can be regarded as first order linear ordinary differential equations for ∂vC
A, ∂v, ∂vΨ0.
The solutions to these equations can be obtained from the initial values prescribed on S?. Thus,
all transverse derivatives can be computed in a neighbourhood of S? on N ′?. A similar procedure
applies to higher order derivatives.
The analysis described in the previous paragraph proves the following lemma:
Lemma 4 (computation of formal derivatives). Any arbitrary formal derivatives of the
unknown functions {e,Γ,Ψ} on N ′? ∪N? can be computed from the prescribed initial data r? for
the reduced vacuum Einstein field equations on N ′? ∩N?.
Combining the analysis above and applying Rendall’s reduction strategy for the CIVP for
symmetric hyperbolic systems (see e.g. Section 12.5 of [28]) one obtains the following local
existence result in a neighbourhood of S? = N ′? ∪N?:
Theorem 2 (existence and uniqueness to the characteristic problem). Given a smooth
reduced initial data set r? for the vacuum Einstein field equations on N ′?∪N?, there exists a unique
smooth solution of the vacuum Einstein field equations in a neighbourhood V of S? on J+(S?)
which implies the prescribed initial data on N ′? ∪N?.
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Remark 8. The proof of the above result has two distinct parts. In a first stage one uses
Rendall’s reduction procedure to show the existence of a solution in a neighbourhood of V. In
a second stage one shows that this solution to the reduced equations implies, in fact, a solution
to the full Einstein field equations. This part of the argument relies on the propagation of the
constraints as given in Proposition 1.
5 Setting-up Luk’s strategy
In this section we begin the implementation of Luk’s strategy to obtain an improved existence
interval for the solutions to the CIVP for the NP field equations in Stewart’s gauge.
5.1 Outline and main strategy
As the argument leading to the improved existence result for the CIVP is lengthy, we provide here
a summary of the role of the various lemmas and propositions and a discussion of how they fit
into the overall analysis. The whole scheme is based on the use of sequentially more sophisticated
a priori estimates of an arbitrary solution that, ultimately, arrives at a contradiction giving us
the desired result.
Step 0. Estimates for the components of the frame. The basic step in the construction is
to obtain estimates on the components of the frame. This can be done by assuming control on
the L∞-norm on the spheres Su,v of a number of spin connection coefficients by a constant ∆Γ. A
peculiarity of the analysis is that one needs to introduce a certain derivative (to be denoted by χ)
of the components of the frame as an unknown to quick-start the argument —this quantity, which
is at the level of the spin connection coefficients, does not arise in the original NP formalism. The
key result in this step is Lemma 5 in which the frame coefficients Q and PA are controlled by
their initial data and Lemma 6 in which the frame coefficients CA are controlled along the short
direction.
The bounds on the components of the frame allow us to control in a systematic and streamlined
manner the solutions to transport equations along null directions in terms of integral quantities
over the spheres Su,v. The technical results required to this end are presented in Lemmas 7
and 8. From these, more specific results valid for Lp and L∞ norms are given in Propositions 2,
3, 5 and 6. Within our geometric setup and gauge these results are fairly general and are used
repeatedly in the subsequent steps of the procedure.
Step 1. Estimates for the connection coefficients. With the general technology to study
transport equations along the generators of light cones has been established, one can proceed to
control the spin connection coefficients. The key idea of this analysis is the integration of the
transport equations implied by the Ricci identities. In a first step, in Proposition 7, assuming
control on the supremum norm of the third angular derivatives of the NP connection coefficient τ
and on the components of the curvature one obtains control on the supremum norm of the various
connection coefficients and τ itself. This result is used in turn in Proposition 8 to obtain control on
the L4-norms of the connection coefficients and the L2-norm of their derivatives in Proposition 9.
Step 2. First estimate for the curvature. A first estimate for the components of the Weyl
tensor is given in Proposition 10. In this result one assumes control of the components of the
Weyl tensor along the light cones and of the L2-norm of the third angular derivatives of the
connection coefficient τ on the spheres to obtain control of the components of the Weyl tensor on
the spheres.
The results of the steps 1 and 2 are conveniently summarised in Proposition 11 in which an
assumed control on the components of the curvature along light cones and of the L2-norm of the
third angular derivatives of τ is used to obtain control on the spheres Su,v of various norms of
the connection and its derivatives and of the components of the curvature.
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Step 3. Improved estimate for the connection. In the next step one obtains an improved
estimate for the connection in which the third angular derivatives of the connection, including τ ,
are controlled assuming control only on the curvature along the light cones. This result is given
in Proposition 12.
Step 4. Main estimates for the curvature. At this point we are in a position to run
the central part of the argument, which depends crucially on the particular structure of the
Bianchi identities. General inequalities for integrals of the various components of the Weyl tensor
implied by the Bianchi identities are given in Propositions 13, 14 and 15 and 16. The whole
argument is wrapped up in Proposition 17 in which, under the boundedness of the connection
and the curvature on the initial null hypersurfaces one obtains control of the curvature on later
null hypersurfaces. This is the crucial estimate which allows us to close the lengthy boostrap
argument.
Final step. Last slice argument. The control of various norms of the connection and curvature
obtained in the previous steps do not provide, by themselves, the improved existence result.
For this, we make use of a last slice argument in which one argues by contradiction under the
assumption that the solution to the evolution equations breaks down at some point. The estimates
of the previous steps show that this assumption leads to a contradiction.
5.2 Definitions and conventions
In this section we set up the conventions for the various norms that will be used in the subsequent
analysis.
Integration. In the following let φ denote a scalar field. For conciseness, we will often use the
notation ∫
Su,v
φ ≡
∫
Su,v
φdσ
to denote integration on the spheres Su,v of constant u and v. In the previous expression dσ ≡√|detσ|dx2dx3 denotes the volume element of the induced metric σ on Su,v. On the truncated
causal diamonds D tu,v we define integration using the volume form of the spacetime metric,∫
D tu,v
φ ≡
∫ u
0
∫ v˜
0
∫
Su′,v′
φ
√
|det g|dx2dx3dv′du′
=
∫ u
0
∫ v˜
0
∫
Su′,v′
Q−1φ
√
|detσ|dx2dx3dv′du′,
with v˜ ≡ min(v, t − u). We will denote integration over the complete causal diamond in the
obvious manner by the natural omission of the superscript t on D tu,v. As there are no canonical
volume forms on the null hypersurfaces Nu and N ′v we define, for convenience the following:∫
Nu(0,v)
φ ≡
∫ v
0
∫
Su,v′
φ
√
|detσ|dx2dx3dv′,∫
N ′v(0,u)
φ ≡
∫ u
0
∫
Su′,v
φ
√
|detσ|dx2dx3du′.
We will often use the notation∫
N tu
φ ≡
∫
Nu(I t)
φ,
∫
N ′tv
φ ≡
∫
N ′v [0,ε]t
φ
where I t ≡ [0,min(v•, t − u)], with v• ∈ R+, denotes the truncated long integration interval.
Similarly, the interval [0, ε]t ≡ [0,min(ε, t − v)] will be called the truncated short integration
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interval. Dropping the superscript t we define the full long and short integration intervals, I
and [0, ε] respectively, and the norms on the full outgoing and incoming slices in the natural way.
Norms. Keeping the above conventions for integration in mind, we can now define the various
norms to be used in our analysis. As before, let φ define a scalar field. For 1 ≤ p <∞ we define
the Lp-norms
||φ||Lp(Su,v) ≡
(∫
Su,v
|φ|p
)1/p
, ||φ||Lp(N tu ) ≡
(∫
N tu
|φ|p
)1/p
, ||φ||Lp(N ′tv ) ≡
(∫
N ′tv
|φ|p
)1/p
.
The L∞-norm is defined by
||φ||L∞(Su,v) ≡ supSu,v
|φ|.
For a tensor field φa1...ap on the 2-sphere, we define
||φ||Lp(Su,v) ≡
(∫
Su,v
〈φ, φ〉p/2σ
)1/p
, ||φ||Lp(N tu ) ≡
(∫
N tu
〈φ, φ〉p/2σ
)1/p
, ||φ||Lp(N ′tv ) ≡
(∫
N ′tv
〈φ, φ〉p/2σ
)1/p
,
where 〈φ, φ〉σ ≡ σa1b1 ...σapbp φ¯a1,...,apφb1,...,bp . As in the definition of the integrals, suppresion of
the label t denotes taking the norms over the full long and short integration intervals.
Integration by parts. In the following we denote by /∇ the covariant derivative of the induced
metric σ on the spheres Su,v of constant u and v. Similarly, /∆ will denote the associated Laplacian.
As these spheres have no boundary we have
||/∇φ||2L2(Su,v) =
∫
Su,v
σab/∇aφ/∇bφ¯ =
∫
Su,v
/∇a(σabφ/∇bφ¯)−
∫
Su,v
φ/∆φ¯,
= −
∫
Su,v
φ/∆φ¯ ≤ 2
(∫
Su,v
|φ|2
)1/2(∫
Su,v
|/∇2φ|2
)1/2
where in the last step inequality (35) in Appendix C has been used. Integrating over 〈φ, pi〉σ over
two-spheres naturally defines an inner product, so we similarly obtain,
||/∇φ||L2(Su,v) ≤ ||φ||L2(Su,v) + ||/∇2φ||L2(Su,v),
||/∇2φ||L2(Su,v) ≤ ||/∇φ||L2(Su,v) + ||/∇3φ||L2(Su,v).
5.3 Estimates for the components of the frame
As a preliminary step we now show that, assuming the components of the connection coefficients
are controlled by a basic boostrap assumption, it is possible to estimate the components of the
NP frame in terms of the size of its initial data on N?∪N ′?. The key observation in the argument
is that the structure equations provide ∆-equations for all the components of the frame. Given
our particular choice of gauge, these equations are essentially ordinary differential equations with
respect to the coordinate u. In fact as the structure equations form a neat hierarchy, they can be
integrated sequentially. The quantity,
∆e? ≡ supN?,N ′?
(|Q|, |Q−1|, |CA|, |PA|) (15)
will be used to measure of the size of the initial data of the coefficients of the frame. Throughout,
given that the procedure has only a finite number of steps we denote all constants depending on
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the initial data generically by C(∆e?) —the latter corresponds to the largest constant arising in
the various steps. For convenience in the subsequent discussion let
χ ≡ ∆ logQ.
The scalar χ, being a derivative of a component of the frame is at the same level of the connection
coefficients. It provides a component of the connection which does not arise in the original
NP formalism, but is needed to obtain a complete set of ∆ equations for the frame. A direct
computation using the definition of χ = ∆ logQ and the NP Ricci identities yields
Dχ = Ψ2 + Ψ¯2 + 2ατ + 2β¯τ + 2α¯τ¯ + 2βτ¯ + 2τ τ¯ − (+ ¯)χ. (16)
The initial data of χ on N ′? is 0 due to the gauge choice that Q = 1 on N ′?. On N?, making use
of the information of α, β, τ ,  and Ψ2 obtained in Lemma 2, one can compute the value of χ
with equation (16). It will also be convenient to define,
$ ≡ β − α¯
corresponding to the only independent component of the connection on the spheres Su,v. As
mentioned above, the proof is based on demonstrating a priori estimates for an arbitrary solution
and consequently demonstrating that any such solution must extend to a neighborhood ofN?∪N ′?.
We therefore now introduce the following, which will be initially guaranteed on a sufficiently small
diamond by Theorem 1, and will be employed in most of what follows:
Assumption 2 (assumption to control the coefficients of the frame). Assume that we
have a solution to the vacuum EFEs in Stewart’s gauge satisfying,
||{µ, λ, α, β, τ, χ}||L∞(Su,v) ≤ ∆Γ,
on a truncated causal diamond D tu,v• , where ∆Γ is some constant.
Step 1. Work under Assumption 2. Integrating the definition of χ = ∆ logQ in the short (i.e. u)
direction along an incoming null geodesic one readily finds that,
|Q−Q?| =
∣∣∣∣ ∫ ε
0
χdu
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∫ ε
0
|χ|du ≤
∫ ε
0
∆Γdu = ∆Γε
for any v. It follows that
||Q−Q?||L∞(Su,v) ≤ ∆Γε.
Hence, one can find a constant C depending on the initial data such that
Q−1, Q ≤ C(∆e?).
Step 2. We now integrate the components PA in the short direction using equation (12b). It
follows then that
∂u|PA|2 = ∂u(PAP¯A) = PA∂uP¯A + P¯A∂uPA
= −Q−1 (PA(µ¯P¯A + λPA) + P¯A(µPA + λ¯P¯A))
= −Q−1 (µ¯|PA|2 + λ(PA)2 + µ|PA|2 + λ¯(P¯A)2)
≤ Q−1(µ+ µ¯+ λ+ λ¯)|PA|2.
In the previous chain of inequalities it is understood that there is no summation on the repeated
indices A. From the last inequality one readily concludes that
∂u ln |PA|2 ≤ 4Q−1∆Γ
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so that
|PA|2 ≤ |PA? |2 exp(4C(∆e?)∆Γε).
As ε is arbitrary, we can choose it so that
|PA| ≤ C(∆e?), for any u and fixed v.
The analysis of Steps 1 and 2 can be summarised in the following:
Lemma 5 (control on the components of the frame. I ). Under Assumption 2, if ε > 0 is
sufficiently small, there exists a constant C depending on the size of the initial data such that
Q−1, Q ≤ C(∆e?), ||PA||L∞(Su,v) ≤ C(∆e?),
on D tu,v• .
A direct consequence of this result is that one can control the components of the induced
metric on the spheres Su,v and associated concomitants. This follows from the relation
σAB = −PAP¯B − PBP¯A.
Corollary 1 (control on the metric of Su,v). If ε > 0 is sufficiently small there exist non-
negative constants c(∆e?) and C(∆e?) such that,
|σAB|, |σAB| ≤ C(∆e?), c(∆e?) ≤ |detσ| ≤ C(∆e?).
Moreover, one also has that
sup
u,v
|Area(Su,v)−Area(S0,v)| ≤ C(∆e?)∆Γε,
on D tu,v• . Consequently the area of Su,v is bounded above by a constant depending in initial data
in the same region, for ε sufficiently small.
Step 3. One can now use equation (12a) to integrate the coefficients CA. By a procedure similar
to that used in the previous steps one has,
|CA − CA? | =
∣∣∣∣ ∫ 
0
Q−1
(
(τ¯ + pi)PA + (τ + p¯i)P¯A
)
du
∣∣∣∣
≤ C(∆e?)
∫ 
0
|(τ¯ + pi)PA + (τ + p¯i)P¯A|du
≤ 2C(∆e?)
∫ 
0
|τ¯ + pi||PA|du ≤ 2C(∆e?)2∆Γε.
Here pi should be viewed as a shorthand for pi = α+ β¯. Since CA? = 0 on N?, we arrive at:
Lemma 6 (control on the components of the frame. II ). Under Assumption 2, if ε > 0
is sufficiently small, then there is a constant C(∆e?) depending only on the initial data such that
choosing ε suitably, one has ||CA||L∞(Su,v) ≤ C(∆e?) on D tu,v• .
5.4 General estimates for transport equations
The purpose of this section is to develop a general set of tools that allow us to obtain estimates
from the transport equations on hypersurfaces of constant u or v. The prototype of these transport
equations are the NP Ricci identities (30a)-(30r). The results of this section do not depend on
Assumption 2 unless explicitly stated.
Derivatives of integrals over Su,v. We are mostly interested on integral estimates over the
spheres Su,v and how they evolve along null directions. In the following we will systematically
need to compute derivatives of integrals over Su,v with respect to the advanced and retarded null
coordinates. The key observation in this respect is the following:
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Lemma 7 (computing derivatives of integrals over Su,v). Given a scalar φ one has that
d
dv
∫
Su,v
φ =
∫
Su,v
(Dφ− 2ρφ) , (17a)
d
du
∫
Su,v
φ =
∫
Su,v
Q−1 (∆φ+ 2µφ) , (17b)
along the outgoing and incoming null geodesics that rule N ′v and Nu.
Proof. The proof follows a direct computation. More precisely, one has that
d
dv
∫
Su,v
φ =
∫
Su,v
∂
∂v
(φ
√
|detσ|)dx2dx3
=
∫
Su,v
(
D(φ
√
|detσ|)− CA∂A(φ
√
detσ
)
)dx2dx3
=
∫
Su,v
(
Dφ
√
|detσ|+ φD
√
|detσ| − CA∂A(φ
√
|detσ|)
)
dx2dx3.
For the second term in the integrand, φD
√|detσ|, we find that
D
√
|detσ| = 1
2
√|detσ|D detσ = |detσ|2√|detσ|σABDσAB = −
√|detσ|
2
σABDσAB
=
√
|detσ|σAB
(
P¯BDPA + PADP¯B
)
=
√
|detσ| (σABP¯BδCA + σABPAδ¯CB − 2ρ+ σσABP¯AP¯B + σ¯σABPAPB)
=
√
|detσ| (m¯AδCA +mAδ¯CA − 2ρ) = −√|detσ| (∂ACA + 2ρ) ,
where we have used Remark 1 and the structure equation (12c). For the third term in the integral
one has that∫
Su,v
CA∂A
(
φ
√
|detσ|
)
dx2dx3 =
∫
Su,v
∂A
(
CAφ
√
|detσ|
)
dx2dx3 −
∫
Su,v
φ∂ACA
√
|detσ|dx2dx3
= −
∫
Su,v
φ∂ACA
√
|detσ|dx2dx3 +
∫
Su,v
∇A
(
CAφ
√
|detσ|
)
dx2dx3
= −
∫
Su,v
φ∂ACA
√
|detσ|dx2dx3,
where for the last equality we have use Stokes’ theorem and the fact that sphere has no boundary.
Combining the above observations one finds that
d
dv
∫
Su,v
φ =
∫
Su,v
(Dφ− 2ρφ)
√
|detσ|dx2dx3.
To compute the derivative with respect to u, we first consider
∆
√
|detσ| = −1
2
√
|detσ|σAB∆σAB = 1
2
√
|detσ|σAB
(
P¯B∆PA + PA∆P¯B
)
=
1
2
√
|detσ|σAB
(
P¯B(−µPA − λ¯P¯A) + PA(−µ¯P¯B − λPB))
=
1
2
(µ+ µ¯)
√
|detσ| = µ
√
|detσ|.
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From the above identity one readily obtains
d
du
∫
Su,v
φ =
∫
Su,v
∂
∂u
(
φ
√
|detσ|
)
dx2dx3
=
∫
Su,v
Q−1
(√
|detσ|∆φ+ φ∆
√
|detσ|
)
dx2dx3
=
∫
Su,v
Q−1 (∆φ+ 2µφ)
√
|detσ|dx2dx3,
as required.
Integrals over Du,v. The construction of energy-type estimates for the components of the
Weyl tensor require further integral identities. These integrals allow us to write the integral over
the diamond Du,v of the D and ∆-derivatives of the components of the Weyl tensor in terms
of integrals on the light cones and an integral over the bulk diamond of the (undifferentiated)
components.
Lemma 8 (integral over causal diamonds of derivatives of a scalar). Let f be a scalar
field in the causal diamond Du,v. One has then that∫
Du,v
Df =
∫
N ′v(0,u)
Q−1f −
∫
N ′0(0,u)
Q−1f +
∫
Du,v
(2ρ+ + ¯)f,∫
Du,v
∆f =
∫
Nu(0,v)
f −
∫
N0(0,v)
f −
∫
Du,v
2µf.
Proof. The proof of the identities follows by integration by parts. For the long direction we have,
by definition, that∫
Du,v
Df =
∫ u
0
∫ v
0
∫
Su′,v′
Q−1(∂vf + CA∂Af)
√
|detσ|dx2dx3du′dv′.
Now, on the one hand, integrating by parts with respect to v one has that,∫ u
0
∫ v
0
∫
Su′,v′
Q−1∂vf
√
|detσ|dx2dx3dv′du′
=
∫ u
0
∫ v
0
∫
Su′,v′
∂v(Q
−1f
√
|detσ|)dx2dx3dv′du′
−
∫ u
0
∫ v
0
∫
Su′,v′
f∂v(Q
−1√|detσ|)dx2dx3dv′du′,
=
∫
N ′v(0,u)
Q−1f −
∫
N ′0(0,u)
Q−1f
−
∫ u
0
∫ v
0
∫
Su′,v′
(f∂vQ
−1√|detσ|+Q−1f∂v√|detσ|)dx2dx3dv′du′.
On the other hand, integration by parts respect to the angular coordinates gives∫ u
0
∫ v
0
∫
Su′,v′
Q−1CA∂Af
√
|detσ|dx2dx3dv′du′
= −
∫ u
0
∫ v
0
∫
Su′,v′
f∂A(Q−1CA
√
|detσ|)dx2dx3dv′du′,
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= −
∫ u
0
∫ v
0
∫
Su′,v′
(f
√
|detσ|CA∂AQ−1 +Q−1f
√
|detσ|∂ACA +Q−1fCA∂A
√
|detσ|)dx2dx3dv′du′.
Thus, we have∫
Du,v
Df =
∫
N ′v(0,u)
Q−1f −
∫
N ′0(0,u)
Q−1f
−
∫ u
0
∫ v
0
∫
Su′,v′
(
√
|detσ|fQ−2DQ+Q−1fD
√
|detσ|+Q−1f
√
|detσ|∂ACA)dx2dx3dv′du′.
Finally, making use of the expressions for DQ from equation (12d) and D
√|detσ| from Propo-
sition 7, respectively, one obtains the desired identity.
To demonstrate the identity along the short direction one proceeds in a similar fashion.
Corollary 2. If f = f1f2, then∫
Du,v
f1Df2 +
∫
Du,v
f2Df1 =
∫
N ′v(0,u)
Q−1f1f2 −
∫
N ′0(0,u)
Q−1f1f2 +
∫
Du,v
(2ρ+ + ¯)f1f2,∫
Du,v
f1∆f2 +
∫
Du,v
f2∆f1 =
∫
Nu(0,v)
f1f2 −
∫
N0(0,v)
f1f2 −
∫
Du,v
2µf1f2.
Basic Lp estimates. The first step in the analysis is the construction of Lp estimates. These
estimates require a priori control of the NP spin connection coefficients ρ and µ. The reason for
their special treatment can be traced back to their appearance in Lemma 7. Proceeding in this
way we obtain the following:
Proposition 2 (control of the Lp-norm with transport equations). Work under Assump-
tion 2. Assume furthermore on D tu,v• that
sup
u,v
||{ρ, µ}||L∞(Su,v) ≤ O.
Then there exists ε? = ε?(∆e? ,O) such that for all ε ≤ ε? and for every 1 ≤ p <∞, we have the
estimates:
||φ||Lp(Su,v) ≤ C(I,O)
(
||φ||Lp(Su,0) +
∫ v
0
||Dφ||Lp(Su,v′ )dv′
)
,
||φ||Lp(Su,v) ≤ 2
(
||φ||Lp(S0,v) + C(∆e? ,O)
∫ u
0
||∆φ||Lp(Su′,v)du′
)
,
where, as elsewhere, I denotes the long direction interval.
Proof. Making use of the definition of ||φ||Lp(Su,v) and the identity in Lemma 7, we have
||φ||pLp(Su,v) = ||φ||
p
Lp(Su,0) +
∫ v
0
d
dv
||φ||pLp(Su,v′ )dv
′
= ||φ||pLp(Su,0) +
∫ v
0
(
d
dv
∫
Su,v′
|φ|p
)
dv′
= ||φ||pLp(Su,0) +
∫ v
0
(∫
Su,v′
(D|φ|p − 2ρ|φ|p)
)
dv′.
Now, Young’s inequality gives
D|φ|p = p|φ|p−1D|φ| ≤ p
((|φ|p−1) pp−1
p/ (p− 1) +
(D|φ|)p
p
)
= (p− 1)|φ|p + (D|φ|)p .
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Thus, we have that
||φ||pLp(Su,v) ≤ ||φ||
p
Lp(Su,0) +
∫ v
0
(∫
Su,v′
(D|φ|)p + (p− 1− 2ρ)|φ|p
)
dv′
≤ ||φ||pLp(Su,0) +
∫ v
0
(∫
Su,v′
(D|φ|)p + C1(O)|φ|p
)
dv′
≤ ||φ||pLp(Su,0) +
∫ v
0
||Dφ||pLp(Su,v′ )dv
′ + C1(O)
∫ v
0
||φ||pLp(Su,v′ )dv
′.
Now, making use of Gro¨nwall’s inequality, we obtain
||φ||pLp(Su,v) ≤ C(I,O)
(
||φ||pLp(Su,0) +
∫ v
0
||Dφ||pLp(Su,v′ )dv
′
)
≤ C(I,O)
(
||φ||pLp(Su,0) +
(∫ v
0
||Dφ||Lp(Su,v′ )dv′
)p)
≤ C(I,O)
(
||φ||Lp(Su,0) +
∫ v
0
||Dφ||Lp(Su,v′ )dv′
)p
,
so that, in fact, one has
||φ||Lp(Su,v) ≤ C(I,O)
(
||φ||Lp(Su,0) +
∫ v
0
||Dφ||Lp(Su,v′ )dv′
)
.
Now, for the integration in the short direction 0 ≤ u ≤ ε, using the assumption that supu,v ||µ||L∞(Su,v) ≤
O, a similar argument as before, and now using Lemma 5, allows us to show that
||φ||pLp(Su,v) ≤ ||φ||
p
Lp(S0,v) + C(∆e?)
(
C(O)
∫ u
0
||φ||pLp(Su′,v)du
′ +
∫ u
0
||∆φ||pLp(Su′,v)du
′
)
,
so that one has
||φ||Lp(Su,v) ≤ ||φ||Lp(S0,v) + C(∆e? ,O)
(∫ u
0
||φ||Lp(Su′,v)du′ +
∫ u
0
||∆φ||Lp(Su′,v)du′
)
.
Then, using Gro¨nwall’s inequality one is led to
||φ||Lp(Su,v) ≤ exp(C(∆e? ,O)ε)
(
||φ||Lp(S0,v) + C(∆e? ,O)
∫ u
0
||∆φ||Lp(Su′,v)du′
)
.
From, the latter choosing ε > 0 small enough one concludes that
||φ||Lp(Su,v) ≤ 2
(
||φ||Lp(S0,v) + C(∆e? ,O)
∫ u
0
||∆φ||Lp(Su′,v)du′
)
.
As a particular example of the previous discussion consider φ = δf , with p = 2. In this case
one has
||δf ||L2(Su,v) ≤ C(I,O)
||δf ||L2(Su,0) + ∫ v
0
(∫
Su,v′
D|δf |2
)1/2
dv′
 .
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If p = 4 one has that
||δf ||L4(Su,v) ≤ C(I,O)
||δf ||L4(Su,0) + ∫ v
0
(∫
Su,v′
D|δf |2
)1/4
dv′
 .
For the short direction one readily obtains analogous expressions.
Basic L∞ estimates. Our analysis will also require estimates on the L∞ norm of various scalars.
The first result in this direction is the following:
Proposition 3 (supremum norm of solutions to transport equations). Work under As-
sumption 2. There exists ε? such that for all ε ≤ ε?, we have
||φ||L∞(Su,v) ≤ ||φ||L∞(Su,0) +
∫ v
0
||Dφ||L∞(Su,v′ )dv′,
||φ||L∞(Su,v) ≤ ||φ||L∞(S0,v) + C(∆e?)
∫ u
0
||∆φ||L∞(Su′,v)du′,
on D tu,v• .
Proof. Given a fixed point (u, 0, xA) on N ′?, and then integrating out along integral curves of la,
conveniently parametrizing with v, gives
φSu,v − φSu,0 =
∫ v
0
dφ
dv
dv′ =
∫ v
0
Dφdv′.
Fixing u, varying the angular point xA on N ′? arbitrarily, and taking the supremum we obtain
the inequality of the of the proposition. The proof of the second inequality is similar.
More advanced Lp-estimates. Finally, we discuss the construction of more refined Lp-
estimates. As in the case of the basic Lp-estimates, these estimates require some a priori control
on the L∞-norm of the the NP spin connection coefficients ρ and µ. More precisely, one has the
following:
Proposition 4 (L4-norm of solutions to transport equations). Work under Assumption 2.
Assume, as in Proposition 2, furthermore that
sup
u,v
||{ρ, µ}||L∞(Su,v) ≤ O.
on D tu,v• . Then there exists ε? = ε?(∆e? ,O) such that for all ε ≤ ε? we have the estimates:
||φ||L4(Su,v) ≤ C(∆e? ,O)
(
||φ||L4(Su,0) + ||Dφ||1/2L2(Nu(0,v))
(
||φ||2L2(Nu(0,v)) + ||/∇φ||2L2(Nu(0,v))
)1/4)
,
||φ||L4(Su,v) ≤ 2
(
||φ||L4(S0,v) + C(∆e?)||∆φ||1/2L2(N ′v(0,u))
(
||φ||2L2(N ′v(0,u)) + ||/∇φ||
2
L2(N ′v(0,u))
)1/4)
,
on D tu,v• .
Proof. The proof proceeds by direct computation. We first obtain the estimate on the long
direction. Following arguments similar to those used in Proposition 2, we find that
||φ||4L4(Su,v) = ||φ||4L4(Su,0) +
∫ v
0
(∫
Su,v′
D|φ|4 − 2ρ|φ|4
)
dv′
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≤ ||φ||4L4(Su,0) + 2O
∫ v
0
||φ||4L4(Su,v′ )dv
′ + 4
(∫
Nu(0,v)
|φ|6
)1/2(∫
Nu(0,v)
|Dφ|2
)1/2
.
(18)
Now, for small enough ε, using the Nirenberg-Sobolev inequality (see Appendix B) we estimate:∫
Nu(0,v)
|φ|6 =
∫ v
0
∫
Su,v′
|φ|6dv′ =
∫ v
0
|||φ|3||2L2(Su,v′ )dv
′
≤ C(∆e?)
∫ v
0
(
|||φ|3||L1(Su,v′ ) + ||/∇|φ|3||L1(Su,v′ )
)2
dv′
≤ C(∆e?)
∫ v
0
(
|||φ|2||L2(Su,v′ )||φ||L2(Su,v′ ) + |||φ|2||L2(Su,v′ )||/∇φ||L2(Su,v′ )
)2
dv′
≤ C(∆e?)
∫ v
0
||φ||4L4(Su,v′ )
(
||φ||L2(Su,v′ ) + ||/∇φ||L2(Su,v′ )
)2
dv′
≤ 2C(∆e?)
(
sup
u,v
||φ||4L4(Su,v)
)∫ v
0
(
||φ||2L2(Su,v′ ) + ||/∇φ||
2
L2(Su,v′ )
)
dv′
≤ C(∆e?)
(
sup
u,v
||φ||4L4(Su,v)
)(
||φ||2L2(Nu(0,v)) + ||/∇φ||2L2(Nu(0,v))
)
,
where to pass from the second to the third line we have made use of Ho¨lder’s inequality and,
to pass from the third to fourth we have extracted common factors. Making use of the above
estimate in inequality (18), we have that
||φ||4L4(Su,v) ≤ ||φ||4L4(Su,0) + 2O
∫ v
0
||φ||4L4(Su,v′ )dv
′
+ C(∆e?)
(
sup
u,v
||φ||2L4(Su,v)
)(
||φ||2L2(Nu(0,v)) + ||/∇φ||2L2(Nu(0,v))
)1/2
||Dφ||L2(Nu(0,v))
≤ ||φ||4L4(Su,0) + 2O
∫ v
0
||φ||4L4(Su,v′ )dv
′ + C(∆e?)δ
(
sup
u,v
||φ||4L4(Su,v)
)
+
C(∆e?)
4δ
(
||φ||2L2(Nu(0,v)) + ||/∇φ||2L2(Nu(0,v))
)
||Dφ||2L2(Nu(0,v)),
for some δ > 0. Now, choosing δ sufficiently small and making use of Gro¨nwall’s inequality, one
finally obtains that
||φ||4L4(Su,v) ≤ C(∆e? ,O)
(
||φ||4L4(Su,0) + ||Dφ||2L2(Nu(0,v))
(
||φ||2L2(Nu(0,v)) + ||/∇φ||2L2(Nu(0,v))
))
.
The proof of the estimate along the short direction is similar. In this case we can choose ε > 0
sufficiently small to make the overall constant equal to, say, 2.
5.5 Sobolev inequalities
In the last step in our preparatory work, we now obtain Sobolev-type inequalities on the spheres Su,v
—i.e. estimates of the Lp-norms of a scalar in terms of its L2-norms and those of its derivatives.
The key tool in this analysis is the isoperimetric Sobolev inequality on Su,v —see [16]:
Theorem 3 (isoperimetric Sobolev inequality on Su,v). Let φ denote an integrable function
and with integrable first derivatives on Su,v. Then we have that∫
Su,v
|φ− φ¯|2 ≤ I(Su,v)
(∫
Su,v
|/∇φ|
)2
, (19)
where φ¯ denotes the average of φ over Su,v and I(Su,v) is the isoperimetric constant.
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Remark 9. The isoperimetric inequality can be shown to be controlled by the area of the 2-
dimensional surfaces Su,v —see e.g. [16]. Thus, if one has control over the area of the surface (as
it is, in principle, in our setup), one has also control over the isoperimetric constant.
Using this we can prove the following result concerning Sobolev-type inequalities:
Proposition 5 (Sobolev-type inequality. I ). Work under Assumption 2. Let φ be a scalar
field on Su,v which is square-integrable with square-integrable first covariant derivatives. Then
for each 2 < p <∞, φ ∈ Lp(Su,v), there exists ε? = ε?(∆e? ,∆Γ) such that as long as ε ≤ ε?, we
have
||φ||Lp(Su,v) ≤ Gp(σ)
(||φ||L2(Su,v) + ||/∇φ||L2(Su,v))
where Gp(σ) is a constant also depends on the isoperimetric constant I(Su,v) and p, but is
controlled by some C(∆e?), /∇ is the induced connection on Su,v which is associated with the
metric σ.
Proof. We make use of the following result which can be found in Lemma 5.1 in Chapter 5.2
of [17]:
(Area(Su,v))−1/p ||φ||Lp(Su,v) ≤ Cp
√
I ′(Su,v)
(
(Area(Su,v))−1/2 ||φ||L2(Su,v) + ||/∇φ||L2(Su,v)
)
,
(20)
where Cp is a numerical constant depending only on p,
I ′(Su,v) = max{1, I(Su,v)},
where as above I(Su,v) is the isoperimetric constant of Su,v. Now, under Assumption 2 we have
that the area of Su,v is finite in the tilted rectangle. Accordingly, inequality (20) can be adapted
to our particular setting.
Consequently we have the following two results:
Proposition 6 (Sobolev-type inequality. II ). Work under Assumption 2. There exists ε? =
ε?(∆e? ,∆Γ) such that as long as ε ≤ ε?, we have
||φ||L∞(Su,v) ≤ Gp(σ)
(||φ||Lp(Su,v) + ||/∇φ||Lp(Su,v)) ,
with 2 < p <∞ and Gp(σ) ≤ C(∆e?) as above.
Corollary 3 (Sobolev-type inequality. III ). Work under Assumption 2. There exists ε? =
ε?(∆e? ,∆Γ) such that as long as ε ≤ ε?, we have
||φ||L4(Su,v) ≤ G(σ)
(||φ||L2(Su,v) + ||/∇φ||L2(Su,v)) ,
||φ||L∞(Su,v) ≤ G(σ)
(||φ||L2(Su,v) + ||/∇φ||L2(Su,v) + ||/∇2φ||L2(Su,v)) ,
again with G(σ) ≤ C(∆e?).
6 Main estimates
In this section we provide a discussion of the construction of the main estimates required to obtain
the improved existence result for the CIVP. The arguments rely heavily on the preparatory work
carried out in the previous section.
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6.1 Norms for the initial data
The boostrap argument requires assumptions on the size of the initial data. Following Luk [18],
we define the following:
i). Norm for the initial value of the connection coefficients, given by
∆Γ? ≡ supSu,v⊂N?,N ′?
sup
Γ∈{µ,λ,ρ,σ,α,β,τ,}
max{1, ||Γ||L∞(Su,v),
1∑
i=0
||/∇iΓ||L4(Su,v),
2∑
i=0
||/∇iΓ||L2(Su,v)}.
ii). Norm for the initial value of the components of the Weyl tensor, given by
∆Ψ? ≡ supSu,v⊂N?,N ′?
sup
Ψ∈{Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3,Ψ4}
max{1,
1∑
i=0
||/∇iΨ||L4(Su,v),
2∑
i=0
||/∇iΨ||L2(Su,v)}
+
3∑
i=0
sup
Ψ∈{Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3}
||/∇iΨ||L2(N?) + sup
Ψ∈{Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3,Ψ4}
||/∇iΨ||L2(N ′?).
iii). Norm for the components of the Weyl tensor at later null hypersurfaces, given by
∆Ψ ≡
3∑
i=0
sup
Ψ∈{Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3}
sup
u
||/∇iΨ||L2(N tu ) + sup
Ψ∈{Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3,Ψ4}
sup
v
||/∇iΨ||L2(N ′tv )
where the suprema in u and v are taken over D tu,v• .
iv). Sup over the L2-norm of the components of the Weyl tensor at spheres of constant u, v,
given by,
∆Ψ(S) =
2∑
i=0
sup
u,v
||/∇i(Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3)||L2(Su,v),
with the supremum taken over D tu,v• , and in which u will be taken sufficiently small to apply
our estimates.
Remark 10. There is no appearance of χ in ∆Γ? because initial data for χ used in the following
calculations are required only on N ′? where χ is zero.
Remark 11. In addition to the above norms, we recall that the norm ∆e? , as defined in equa-
tion (15) has been used to control the initial value of the components of the frame.
Remark 12. Observe that the above expressions do not include any norm for the components
of the connection coefficients away from the initial null hypersurfaces. Instead such norms will
be controlled by local bootstrap arguments within the proof.
Remark 13. Throughout the proof besides keeping track of ∆Ψ? and ∆Ψ?(S), to assist in future
generalization, we trace also the dependence of our various constants on I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ? . Note
that because of the way that we setup our frame none of the constants so far depend upon I.
6.2 Estimates for the connection coefficients
In this section we show how to construct estimates on the coefficients of the connection. The
strategy is an application of the tools developed in Section 5.4 to estimate the solutions of generic
transport equations along null hypersurfaces. In this approach, as a bootstrap, control is assumed
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of the curvature (components of the Weyl tensor) on the double foliation of null hypersurfaces
and on the 2-spheres of constant u and v through the norms ∆Ψ and ∆Ψ(S).
In a first step we obtain basic control of the L∞-norm of the connection coefficients by assuming
finiteness of ∆Ψ and ∆Ψ(S) and of third derivatives of the NP coefficient τ in terms of the L2-norm
on the 2-spheres Su,v.
Proposition 7 (control on the supremum norm of the connection coefficients). Assume
that we have a solution of the vacuum EFEs in Stewart’s gauge in a region D tu,v• with
sup
u,v
||{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ, τ, χ}||L∞(Su,v) ≤ ∆Γ ,
for some positive ∆Γ. Assume also
sup
u,v
||/∇2τ ||L2(Su,v) <∞, sup
u,v
||/∇3τ ||L2(Su,v) <∞, ∆Ψ(S) <∞, ∆Ψ <∞,
on the same domain. Then there exists
ε? = ε?(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? , sup
u,v
||/∇2τ ||L2(Su,v), sup
u,v
||/∇3τ ||L2(Su,v),∆Ψ),
such that when ε ≤ ε?, we have
sup
u,v
||{τ, χ}||L∞(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S)),
sup
u,v
||{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ}||L∞(Su,v) ≤ 3∆Γ? ,
on D tu,v• .
Remark 14. Observe that in the above proposition, as well as in several of the following ones,
the NP spin connection coefficient τ is singled out as it requires additional hypotheses.
Remark 15. The first assumption here covers Assumption 2, which allows us to employ Lemma 5,
Corollary 1, Lemma 6, Proposition 3 and the Sobolev inequalities of Propositions 5, 6 and Corol-
lary 3. It also permits the use of Propositions 2 and 4.
Proof.
Basic bootstrap assumption. We start by making the bootstrap assumption
sup
u,v
||({µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ}||L∞(Su,v) ≤ 4∆Γ? .
Estimate for τ . As first step we prove that
||τ ||L∞(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S)).
For this, we make use of the D-equation (30b) for the NP coefficient τ :
Dτ = (− ¯+ ρ)τ + στ¯ + p¯iρ+ piσ + Ψ1.
Making use of the Sobolev inequality in Proposition 6, we readily obtain from our assumptions
that for ε sufficiently small,
||Ψ0, Ψ1, Ψ2, Ψ3, Ψ4||L∞(Su,v) ≤ ∆Ψ(S) <∞.
Moreover, the inequalities in Proposition 3 show that
||τ ||L∞(Su,v) ≤ ||τ ||L∞(Su,0) +
∫ v
0
||Dτ ||L∞(Su,v′ )dv′
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≤ ||τ ||L∞(Su,0) +
∫ v
0
||p¯iρ+ piσ + Ψ1||L∞(Su,v′ )dv′
+
∫ v
0
|− ¯+ ρ| ||τ ||L∞(Su,v′ )dv′ +
∫ v
0
|σ| ||τ¯ ||L∞(Su,v′ )dv′
≤ ∆Γ? + (32∆2Γ? + ∆Ψ(S))v• + 16∆Γ?
∫ v
0
||τ ||L∞(Su,v′ )dv′.
Using Gro¨nwall’s inequality in the previous expression one then concludes that
||τ ||L∞(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S)).
Estimate for χ. To obtain the estimate for χ we proceed in a similar manner. We use the
D-transport equation equation (16) for χ to obtain
||χ||L∞(Su,v) ≤ ||χ||L∞(Su,0) +
∫ v
0
||Dχ||L∞(Su,v′ )dv′
≤ (2∆Ψ(S) + c∆Γ? + C)v• + 2∆Γ?
∫ v
0
||χ||L∞(Su,v′ )dv′,
where c is a positive constant and the constant C is related to the constant appearing in the
estimate for τ . From the latter, Gro¨nwall’s inequality readily yields
||χ||L∞(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S)).
Estimates for µ and λ. To obtain estimates of the NP coefficients µ and λ we make use of
the ∆-transport equations (30g) and (30o):
∆µ = −µ2 − λλ¯,
∆λ = −2µλ−Ψ4.
These are Riccati-type equations and, thus, they can only be naively integrated for a small
distance in the u direction —i.e. u ∈ [0, ε]. Now, making use of the inequalities in Proposition 3
we find that
||µ||L∞(Su,v) ≤ ||µ||L∞(S0,v) + C(∆e?)
∫ ε
0
||∆µ||L∞(Su′,v)du′.
Accordingly, one concludes that
||µ||L∞(Su,v) ≤ ||µ||L∞(S0,v) + C(∆e?)
∫ ε
0
||µ2 + λλ¯||L∞(Su′,v)du′
≤ ||µ||L∞(S0,v) + 32C(∆e?)
∫ ε
0
∆2Γ0du
′
≤ ∆Γ? + 32C(∆e?)∆2Γ?ε.
For λ one obtains that
||λ||L∞(Su,v) ≤ ∆Γ? + 32C(∆e?)∆2Γ?ε+ C(∆e?)
∫ u
0
||Ψ4||L∞(Su′,v)du′
≤ ∆Γ? + C(∆e? ,∆Γ?)ε+ C(∆e?)
∫ u
0
2∑
i=0
||/∇iΨ4||L2(Su′,v)du′,
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where in the second inequality we have made use of the Sobolev embedding property —see
corollary 3. Now, using Ho¨lder’s inequality, we can transform the estimate of Ψ4 from one on
sphere Su,v to one on a null hypersurface. More precisely, one has that∫ u
0
||/∇iΨ4||L2(Su′,v)du′ =
∫ u
0
(∫
Su′,v
|/∇iΨ4|2
)1/2
du′ ≤
(∫ u
0
∫
Su′,v
|/∇iΨ4|2du′
)1/2(∫ u
0
1du′
)1/2
≤ Cε1/2||/∇iΨ4||L2(N ′v(0,u)).
Hence, we conclude that
||λ||L∞(Su,v) ≤ ∆Γ? + C(∆e? ,∆Γ?)ε+ C∆Ψε1/2.
Together, the estimates for µ and λ show that the maximum of these functions will not be too
far away from their initial value for ε sufficiently small.
Estimates for α, β and . Estimates α, β and  can be obtained by a similar method —i.e.
integration along the short direction. In this case the relevant ∆-transport equations are given
by the structure equations (30k), (30d) and (30a),
∆α = −µα− λβ − λτ −Ψ3,
∆β = −λ¯α− µβ − τµ,
∆ = −αp¯i − βpi − ατ − βτ¯ − piτ −Ψ2,
where it is recalled that in the present gauge one has that pi = α+β¯ —see Lemma 1, equation (11c).
The details are omitted.
Estimates for ρ and σ. In this case the relevant ∆-transport equations are the structure
equations (30i) and (30r):
∆ρ = δ¯τ − µρ− λσ − ατ + β¯τ − τ τ¯ −Ψ2,
∆σ = δτ − λ¯ρ− µσ + α¯τ − βτ − τ2.
Observe that these equations contain the derivatives δτ and δ¯τ . To control these terms from our
hypotheses, we make use of the Sobolev inequalities in corollary 3 which, together with integration
by parts on Su,v allows us to show that,
||/∇τ ||L∞(Su,v) ≤ C(∆e?)
3∑
i=1
||/∇iτ ||L2(Su,v) ≤ C(∆e?)
(||τ ||L2(Su,v) + ||/∇2τ ||L2(Su,v) + ||/∇3τ ||L2(Su,v)).
It follows then from the Ho¨lder inequality
||τ ||L2(Su,v) ≤ ||τ ||L∞(Su,v) Area(Su,v)1/2
and the boundedness assumptions on ||/∇iτ ||L2(Su,v) for i = 2, 3, that
||/∇τ ||L∞(Su,v) <∞.
From this observation, an argument similar to the one used for µ and λ yields the required
estimates.
Concluding the argument. From the estimates for the NP connection coefficients constructed
above it follows that one can choose
ε = ε(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? , sup
u,v
||/∇2τ ||L2(Su,v), sup
u,v
||/∇3τ ||L2(Su,v),∆Ψ(S),∆Ψ)
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sufficiently small so that
sup
u,v
||{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ}||L∞(Su,v) ≤ 3∆Γ? .
Accordingly, we have improved our initial bootstrap assumption. As this is our first such improve-
ment we give an overview of the technique. Recall that to complete a bootstrap argument we need
first, to verify that the hypothesis, in our case that supu,v ||{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ}||L∞(Su,v) ≤ 4∆Γ?
holds over the region of interest, is satisfied. We then need to demonstrate, as in the previ-
ous argument, that the hypothesis can be improved for ε sufficiently small. Obviously if the
conclusion supu,v ||{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ}||L∞(Su,v) ≤ 3∆Γ? holds at some point then our hypothe-
sis holds in a neighborhood of that point. Since the interval [0, ε] is connected and the set on
which our desired conclusion holds is open, closed and non-empty, it follows that the desired
conclusion holds for u ∈ [0, ε]. In the argument above we have shown that we can improve the
hypothesis from a bound 4∆Γ? to 3∆Γ? . Evidently the same arguments could be used to im-
prove from (N + 1)∆Γ? to N∆Γ? for any natural number N ≥ 3. Given our initial assumption
that ||{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ}||L∞(Su,v) ≤ ∆Γ we can therefore choose N so that ∆Γ ≤ N∆Γ? and
iterate from N down to 4 to guarantee that our hypothesis is indeed satisfied in some truncated
diamond, demonstrating the statement.
The existence proof also requires control over the L4-norms of the δ and δ¯ derivatives of the
NP spin connection coefficients. This is provided by the following:
Proposition 8 (control on the L4-norm of the connection coefficients). Make the same
assumptions as in Proposition 7, and additionally assume that,
sup
u,v
||/∇{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ}||L4(Su,v) ≤ ∆Γ,
in the truncated diamond D tu,v• . Then there exists,
ε? = ε?(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? , sup
u,v
||/∇2τ ||L2(Su,v), sup
u,v
||/∇3τ ||L2(Su,v),∆Ψ(S),∆Ψ),
such that when ε ≤ ε?, we have,
sup
u,v
||/∇{τ, χ}||L4(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S)),
sup
u,v
||/∇{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ}||L4(Su,v) ≤ 3∆Γ? ,
on D tu,v• .
Proof.
Basic bootstrap assumption. In order to run the argument we make the following bootstrap
assumption:
sup
u,v
||/∇{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ}||L4(Su,v) ≤ 4∆Γ? .
Estimates for /∇τ . First we make use of the boundedness of the L2-norm of τ and its angular
derivatives up to third order to estimate the L4-norm of the first order angular derivatives of τ .
For this, we apply δ to the D-transport equation for τ —equation (30b). After making use of the
commutators of directional covariant derivatives one arrives at the equations
Dδτ = (ρ+ ρ¯+ 2− 2¯)δτ + σδ¯τ + σδτ¯ + δ(− ¯+ ρ)τ
+ τ¯ δσ + ρδp¯i + p¯iδρ+ σδpi + piδσ + δΨ1, (21a)
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Dδ¯τ = 2ρδ¯τ + σδ¯τ¯ + σ¯δτ + τ δ¯(− ¯+ ρ) + τ¯ δ¯σ
+ ρδ¯p¯i + p¯iδσρ+ σδ¯pi + piδ¯σ + δ¯Ψ1. (21b)
The above equation contains terms of the form Γ/∇Γ —i.e. products of connection coefficients and
their derivatives. In the following the L4-norm of these products will be split using the Ho¨lder
inequality as follows:
||Γ/∇Γ||L4(Su,v) ≤ ||Γ||L∞(Su,v)||/∇Γ||L4(Su,v).
Observe that from Proposition 7 it follows that terms of the type ||Γ||L∞(Su,v) are bounded.
Now, making use of the Sobolev inequality in Proposition 5, we obtain that
1∑
j=0
||/∇jΨi||L4(Su,v) ≤ ∆Ψ(S) <∞, i = 0, 1, 2, 3.
Combining this with the inequality in the long direction shown in Proposition 2 we find that
||δτ ||L4(Su,v) + ||δ¯τ ||L4(Su,v)
≤ C(I,∆Γ?)
(
||δτ ||L4(Su,0) + ||δ¯τ ||L4(Su,0) +
∫ v
0
||Dδτ ||L4(Su,v′ ) + ||Dδ¯τ ||L4(Su,v′ )dv′
)
.
Substituting the expressions for Dδτ and Dδ¯τ given by equations (21a)-(21b) one concludes that
||δτ ||L4(Su,v) + ||δ¯τ ||L4(Su,v)
≤ C1(I,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S)) + C2(I,∆Γ?)
∫ v
0
(||δτ ||L4(Su,v′ ) + ||δ¯τ ||L4(Su,v′ ))dv′.
Thus, using Gro¨nwall’s inequality it follows that
||δτ ||L4(Su,v) + ||δ¯τ ||L4(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S)).
Consequently, one has
||/∇τ ||L4(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S))
as required.
Estimates for /∇χ. From equation (16) one can readily compute that
Dδχ = (ρ¯− 2¯)δχ+ σδ¯χ+ δ(Ψ2 + Ψ¯2) + ΓδΓ− χδ(+ ¯),
where Γ represents a combination of connection coefficients whose particular form is not essential.
A similar equation for Dδ¯χ can be computed. Using the same strategy used for /∇χ one concludes
from the above equations that,
||δχ||L4(Su,v) + ||δ¯χ||L4(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S)).
In other words, we find that
||/∇χ||L4(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S)).
Estimates for the remaining connection coefficients. In order to obtain equations for δµ
and δλ, we apply the ∆-directional derivative on both sides of equations (30g) and (30o). This
gives,
∆δµ = (τ − α¯− β)(µ2 + λλ¯)− 3µδµ− λ¯δ¯µ− λδλ¯− λ¯δλ,
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∆δλ = (τ − α¯− β)(2µλ+ Ψ4)− 3µδλ− λ¯δ¯λ− 2λδµ− δΨ4.
A direct computation using Proposition 2 shows that there exists an ε? such that
||/∇{µ, λ}||L4(Su,v) ≤ 3∆Γ?
if ε ≤ ε?. The details of this computation can be found in Appendix E. We can estimate δα, δβ
and δ by the same method. Since, by our bootstrap assumption supu,v ||/∇3τ ||L2(Su,v) < ∞, it
follows from the Sobolev inequalities in Corollary 3 that ||/∇iτ ||L4(Su,v) for i ≤ 2 are finite. Using
this information we can estimate δρ and δσ applying the δ-directional derivative to equations (30i)
and (30r).
Concluding the argument. From the previous estimates it follows that we can find an ε?
depending on I, ∆e? ,∆Γ? , supu,v ||/∇2τ ||L2(Su,v), supu,v ||/∇3τ ||L2(Su,v), ∆Ψ(S), and ∆Ψ, such that
sup
u,v
||/∇{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ}||L4(Su,v) ≤ 3∆Γ? .
The bootstrap can hence be closed as in Proposition 7.
In a similar vein, the next proposition shows how to obtain control on the L2-norms of the
NP connection coefficients and their first and second derivatives.
Proposition 9 (control on the L2-norm of the connection coefficients). Assume that we
have a solution of the vacuum EFEs in Stewart’s gauge in a region D tu,v• with
sup
u,v
||{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ, τ, χ}||L∞(Su,v) ≤ ∆Γ ,
sup
u,v
||/∇{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ}||L4(Su,v) ≤ ∆Γ,
sup
u,v
||/∇2{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ, τ}||L2(Su,v) ≤ ∆Γ,
for some positive ∆Γ. Assume also
sup
u,v
||/∇3τ ||L2(Su,v) <∞, ∆Ψ(S) <∞, ∆Ψ <∞,
on the same domain. We have that there exists
ε? = ε?(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? , sup
u,v
||/∇3τ ||L2(Su,v),∆Ψ(S),∆Ψ),
such that when ε ≤ ε?, we have that
sup
u,v
||/∇2{τ, χ}||L2(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S)),
sup
u,v
||/∇2{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ}||L2(Su,v) ≤ 3∆Γ? .
Proof.
Basic bootstrap assumption. Examining the above hypotheses we first observe that both
Propositions 7 and 8 are applicable. We start then with the following basic bootstrap assumption:
sup
u,v
||/∇2{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ}||L2(Su,v) ≤ 4∆Γ? .
Estimates for ||/∇2τ ||L2(Su,v) and ||/∇2χ||L2(Su,v). Starting from equation (21a), applying the δ-
directional derivative and using the commutators one obtains a D-transport equation of the form
Dδ2τ = Γδ2τ + Γδ2τ¯ + Γδ¯δτ + Γδδ¯τ + δ2Ψ1 + Γ1δ
2Γ1 + δΓ1δΓ1,
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where Γ depends linearly on , ρ, σ, while Γ1 depends linearly on τ, α, β, , ρ, σ. Similar com-
putations lead to equations for Dδ¯τ and Dδδ¯τ . The term δΓ1δΓ1 is dealt with using the Ho¨lder
inequality to obtain
||δΓ1δΓ1||L2(Su,v) ≤ ||δΓ1||L4(Su,v)||δΓ1||L4(Su,v).
Using Proposition 8, it follows then that the left-hand side of the inequality is finite.
Now, the inequality in the long direction of Proposition 2 and the equation for Dδτ show that,
||δ2τ ||L2(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆Γ?)
(
||δ2τ ||L2(Su,0) +
∫ v
0
||Dδ2τ ||L2(Su,v′ )dv′
)
,
≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S)) + C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ?)
∫ v
0
||/∇2τ ||L2(Su,v′ )dv′.
Similar estimates can be obtained for δ¯2τ , δδ¯τ and δ¯δτ .
Recalling the result in Corollary 1 that the area of Su,v is bounded one can estimate the
norm ||δτ ||L2(Su,v) by observing that
||δτ ||L2(Su,v) ≤ C(∆e? ,∆Γ?)||δτ ||L4(Su,v).
Hence, using Proposition 8 it follows that ||δτ ||L2(Su,v) is also finite. Now, from inequality (32)
we then obtain that
||/∇2τ ||L2(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S)) + C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ?)
∫ v
0
||/∇2τ ||L2(Su,v′ )dv′.
so that using Gro¨nwall’s inequality one concludes that
||/∇2τ ||L2(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S)).
Estimates for ||/∇2χ||L2(Su,v). An analysis analogous to that for τ , readily shows that ||/∇2χ||L2(Su,v)
is bounded.
Estimates for the the remaining spin connection coefficients. The remaining connec-
tion coefficients can be estimated using the same ideas as in Proposition 7 —namely, we first
compute equations for ∆δ2Γ and ∆δ¯δΓ using the NP Ricci identities and the commutators for
covariant directional derivatives. In a second step we make use of the short direction inequality
of Proposition 2. It then follows that one can choose ε small enough so that,
sup
u,v
||/∇2{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ}||L2(Su,v) ≤ 3∆Γ? ,
for,
ε ≤ ε?(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? , sup
u,v
||/∇3τ ||L2(Su,v),∆Ψ(S),∆Ψ) .
Details of the generic calculations involved in these last steps are discussed in Appendix C.
6.3 A first estimate for the curvature
Having obtained estimates for the NP spin connection coefficients, we are now in the position to
obtain a first estimate for the curvature. The proposition of this section provides for bounds the
components of the Weyl tensor of the spheres Su,v assuming, as a bootstrap, their boundedness
on the null hypersurfaces and boundedness on τ and its derivatives.
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Proposition 10 (basic control of the curvature). Assume that we are given a solution to the
vacuum EFEs in Stewart’s gauge satisfying the assumptions of Proposition 9. Then there exists
ε? = ε?(∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ? , sup
u,v
||/∇3τ ||L2(Su,v),∆Ψ)
such that for ε ≤ ε?, one has
∆Ψ(S) ≤ C(∆Ψ?) ,
on D tu,v• .
Proof.
Boostrap assumption. In this proof we start with the following bootstrap assumption:
sup
u,v
||/∇i{Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3}||L2(Su,v) ≤ 4∆Ψ? , i = 0, ..., 2,
which we then aim to improve.
L2-norm of the components {Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3}. Estimates for the L2-norms of the compo-
nents {Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3} can be obtained from the ∆-Bianchi identity equations (30b), (30h), (30f)
and (30d) which are then integrated along the short direction. As an example of the procedure
we consider here the coefficient Ψ2. From Proposition 2 it follows that
||Ψ2||L2(Su,v) ≤ 2
(
||Ψ2||L2(S0,v) + C(∆e? ,∆Γ?)
∫ u
0
||∆Ψ2||L2(Su′,v)du′
)
≤ 2
(
∆Ψ? + C(∆e? ,∆Γ?)
∫ u
0
||/∇Ψ3||L2(Su′,v) + ||3µΨ2||L2(Su′,v)
+ ||2(β − τ)Ψ3||L2(Su′,v) + ||σΨ4||L2(Su′,v)du′
)
≤ 2
(
∆Ψ? + C(∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?)ε+ C(∆e? ,∆Γ?)∆Ψε
1/2
+C(∆e? ,∆Γ?)||Ψ4||L2(N ′v(0,u))ε1/2
)
≤ 2∆Ψ? + C(∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?)ε+ C(∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?)∆Ψε1/2,
In passing from the second to the third inequality we have used that the term∫ u
0
||/∇Ψ3||L2(Su′,v)du′
is, in fact, an statement on the light cone and, hence, it is controlled by the definition of ∆Ψ.
Moreover, we have also used Ho¨lder’s inequality in the form∫ u
0
||Ψ4||L2(Su′,v)du′ ≤ Cε1/2||Ψ4||L2(Nv′ (0,u)).
The analysis for the coefficients Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψ3 is similar. Consequently, we can find ε? depending on
the initial data, ∆Ψ and I such that for ε ≤ ε?, we have
sup
u,v
||{Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3}||L2(Su,v) ≤ 3∆Ψ? .
Estimates for ||/∇{Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3}||L2(Su,v). Again, we focus our discussion on the analysis of
the coefficient Ψ2. From Proposition 2 we find that
||/∇Ψ2||L2(Su,v) ≤ 2
||/∇Ψ2||L2(S0,v) + C(∆e? ,∆Γ?)∫ u
0
(∫
Su′,v
∆ 〈/∇Ψ2, /∇Ψ2〉σ
)1/2
du′

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≤ 2∆Ψ? + C(∆e? ,∆Γ?)
∫ u
0
(∫
Su′,v
|/∇Ψ2|(|∆δΨ2|+ |∆δ¯Ψ2|)
)1/2
du′.
Now, using the expression for ∆δΨ2 and ∆δ¯Ψ2 obtained from using the commutators on the ∆-
Bianchi equation for Ψ2, and schematically denoting arbitrary connection coefficients by Γ, one
obtains that∫ u
0
(∫
Su′,v
|/∇Ψ2|(|∆δΨ2|+ |∆δ¯Ψ2|)
)1/2
du′
≤
∫ u
0
(∫
Su′,v
|/∇Ψ2||Γ|2|Ψ2,3|
)1/2
du′ +
∫ u
0
(∫
Su′,v
|/∇Ψ2||Γ|2|Ψ4|
)1/2
du′
+
∫ u
0
(∫
Su′,v
|/∇Ψ2||Γ||/∇Ψ2,3|
)1/2
du′ +
∫ u
0
(∫
Su′,v
|/∇Ψ2||Γ||/∇Ψ4|
)1/2
du′
+
∫ u
0
(∫
Su′,v
|/∇Ψ2||/∇Γ||Ψ2,3|
)1/2
du′ +
∫ u
0
(∫
Su′,v
|/∇Ψ2||/∇Γ||Ψ4|
)1/2
du′
+
∫ u
0
(∫
Su′,v
|/∇Ψ2||/∇2Ψ3|
)1/2
du′. (22)
In the first and third terms of the right-hand side or the above inequality we can separate the L∞-
norm of the connection coefficients. Thus, using the bootstrap assumption with Proposition 7,
we find that∫ u
0
(∫
Su′,v
|/∇Ψ2||Γ|2−i|/∇iΨ2,3|
)1/2
du′ ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?)
∫ u
0
||/∇Ψ2||1/2L2(Su′,v)||/∇
iΨ2,3||1/2L2(Su′,v)du
′,
for i = 0, 1. Accordingly, using the bootstrap assumption once again, we conclude that,∫ u
0
(∫
Su′,v
|/∇iΨ2||Γ|2−i|/∇Ψ2,3|
)1/2
du′ ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?)ε,
for i = 0, 1. The second and fourth term in the right-hand side of inequality (22) can be handled
in an analogous manner. Since we do not have control on the the L2(Su,v) norm of Ψ4, we
transform the L2(Su,v) norm to a norm over the light cone. More precisely, one has that using
Ho¨lder’s inequality∫ u
0
(∫
Su′,v
|/∇Ψ2||Γ|2−i|/∇iΨ4|
)1/2
du′ ≤
∫ u
0
||/∇Ψ2||1/2L2(Su′,v)||/∇
iΨ4||1/2L2(Su′,v)du
′
≤ C(∆Ψ?)||/∇iΨ4||1/2L2(N ′v(0,u))ε
3/4, i = 0, 1.
Hence, we conclude that∫ u
0
(∫
Su′,v
|/∇Ψ2||Γ|2|Ψ4|
)1/2
du′,
∫ u
0
(∫
Su′,v
|/∇Ψ2||Γ||/∇Ψ4|
)1/2
du′ ≤ C(∆Ψ? ,∆Ψ)ε3/4.
Now, for the fifth term in inequality (22) one has that∫ u
0
(∫
Su′,v
|/∇Ψ2||/∇Γ||Ψ2,3|
)1/2
du′ ≤
∫ u
0
(||Ψ2,3||L∞(Su,v)||/∇Ψ2||L2(Su,v)||/∇Γ||L2(Su,v))1/2 du′,
where the first term in the integral in the right-hand side can be controlled by the bootstrap as-
sumption and Sobolev embedding (Corollary 3). The third term can be controlled by the L4(Su,v)
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norm as given by Proposition 8, again in combination with the bootstrap assumption. One then
concludes that,∫ u
0
(∫
Su′,v
|/∇Ψ2||/∇Γ||Ψ2,3|
)1/2
du′ ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?)
2∑
i=0
∫ u
0
||/∇iΨ2,3||1/2L2(Su′,v)du
′
≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ? ,∆Ψ)ε3/4.
The sixth term in inequality (22) can also be dealt with by transforming the norms of the coeffi-
cients of the Weyl tensor on Su,v to norms on the light cone. More precisely, one has that∫ u
0
(∫
Su′,v
|/∇Ψ2||/∇Γ||Ψ4|
)1/2
du′ ≤
∫ u
0
(||Ψ4||L∞(Su,v)||/∇Ψ2||L2(Su,v)||/∇Γ||L2(Su,v))1/2 du′
≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?)
(∫ u
0
2∑
i=0
||/∇iΨ4||L2(Su,v)du′
)1/2
≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?)
( 2∑
i=0
||/∇iΨ4||L2(N ′v(0,u))
)
≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ? ,∆Ψ)ε3/4.
Finally, the last integral in the right-hand side of inequality (22) can be separated into two L2-
norms. The estimate of /∇2Ψ3 can, in turn, be transformed to an estimate on the light cone and,
hence, it can be controlled by the definition of ∆Ψ.
Collecting all the estimates for the various terms in inequality (22) we conclude that,
||/∇Ψ2||L2(Su,v) ≤ 2∆Ψ? + C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?)ε+ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ? ,∆Ψ)∆Ψε3/4.
The latter inequality implies that we can improve the bootstrap assumption by choosing ε small
enough. A similar strategy allows us to estimate /∇{Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψ3}. Therefore we have that
sup
u,v
||/∇{Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3}||L2(Su,v) ≤ 3∆Ψ? .
Estimates for ||/∇2{Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3}||L2(Su,v). As before, we focus the discussion on ||/∇2Ψ2||L2(Su,v).
The estimate along the short direction in Proposition 2 shows that
||/∇2Ψ2||L2(Su,v) ≤ 2
||/∇2Ψ2||L2(S0,v) + C(∆e? ,∆Γ?)∫ u
0
(∫
Su′,v
∆
〈
/∇2Ψ2, /∇2Ψ2
〉
σ
)1/2
du′

≤ 2∆Ψ? + C(∆e? ,∆Γ?)
∫ u
0
(∫
Su′,v
|/∇2Ψ2|(|∆T |)
)1/2
du′, (23)
where T denotes an expression involving products of connection coefficients, their derivatives and
components of the Weyl tensor and their derivatives. In particular, one has that∫
Su′,v
|/∇2Ψ2|(|∆T |)
≤
∫
Su′,v
|/∇2Ψ2||Ψ/∇2Γ + Γ/∇2Ψ + /∇Ψ/∇Γ + Γ2/∇Ψ + ΓΨ/∇Ψ + Γ3Ψ + Ψ3/∇Ψ2 + /∇3Ψ3|.
We can then proceed with a strategy similar to that used in the analysis of the estimates for
the first order derivatives of the components of the Weyl tensor. In particular, we use Ho¨lder’s
inequality to split products and then apply the Sobolev embedding theorem as necessary. The
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estimates on the sphere for the terms /∇iΨ4 and /∇3Ψ3 are transformed into estimates on the
light cone. Hence the integral on the right-hand-side of inequality (23) can be made as small as
necessary by choosing a suitable ε. Ultimately, we conclude that
sup
u,v
||/∇2{Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3}||L2(Su,v) ≤ 3∆Ψ? .
Concluding the argument. Collecting all the estimates in the previous steps one obtains the
statement
sup
u,v
||/∇i{Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3}||L2(Su,v) ≤ 3∆Ψ? , i = 0, ..., 2,
which improves the starting bootstrap assumption.
Applying the standard embedding of Lp into Lq for p ≤ q, we can summarise the results of
Propositions 7, 8, 9 and 10 in the following proposition:
Proposition 11 (summary of the basic estimates for the NP quantities). Suppose we
are given a solution to the vacuum EFE’s in Stewart’s gauge emanating from data for the CIVP
as prepared in Lemma 2, satisfying
sup
u,v
||{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ, τ, χ}||L∞(Su,v) <∞ , sup
u,v
||/∇{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ}||L4(Su,v) <∞ ,
sup
u,v
||/∇2{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ, τ}||L2(Su,v) <∞ , sup
u,v
||/∇3τ ||L2(Su,v) <∞ , ∆Ψ(S) <∞ , ∆Ψ <∞ ,
on some truncated causal diamond D tu,v• . Then there exists,
ε? = ε?(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ? , sup
u,v
||/∇3τ ||L2(Su,v),∆Ψ) ,
such that for ε ≤ ε?, we have
||Γ||L∞(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?),
1∑
i=0
||/∇iΓ||L4(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?),
2∑
i=0
||/∇iΓ||L2(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?), ∆Ψ(S) ≤ C(∆Ψ?),
on D tu,v• , with Γ standing for an arbitrary connection coefficient.
6.4 Estimates on the third derivatives of connection coefficients
We are now in the position to obtain estimates for the NP spin connection coefficients which only
require assumptions on the curvature on the light cone. More precisely, one has the following:
Proposition 12 (further control on the L2-norm of the connection coefficients). As-
sume, as in the previous proposition, that we are given a solution to the vacuum EFE’s in Stewart’s
gauge emanating from data for the CIVP as prepared in Lemma 2. Suppose that,
sup
u,v
||{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ, τ, χ}||L∞(Su,v) <∞ , sup
u,v
||/∇{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ}||L4(Su,v) <∞ ,
sup
u,v
||/∇2{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ, τ}||L2(Su,v) <∞ , ∆Ψ(S) <∞ , ∆Ψ <∞ ,
and furthermore that,
sup
u,v
||/∇3{µ, λ, α, β, , τ}||L2(Su,v) <∞ ,
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on D tu,v• . Then there exists ε? = ε?(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ? ,∆Ψ) such that for ε ≤ ε?, we have
sup
u,v
||/∇3{µ, λ, α, β, }||L2(Su,v) ≤ 3∆Γ? ,
sup
u,v
||/∇3{ρ, σ}||L2(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?),
sup
u,v
||/∇3{τ, χ}||L2(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ? ,∆Ψ).
Proof.
Bootstrap assumption. In order to start the proof we place bootstrap assumptions on µ, λ, α, β
and , and name the bound on τ as follows,
sup
u,v
||/∇3{µ, λ, α, β, }||L2(Su,v) ≤ 4∆Γ? , sup
u,v
||/∇3τ ||L2(Su,v) ≤ ∆τ .
Estimates for ρ and σ. We first estimate the spin connection coefficients ρ and σ using the
long direction transport equations (30m) and (30f) as this allows to avoid higher derivatives on
the sphere that arise in the short direction equations. Using the expression for ||/∇3f ||L2(Su,v) for
an arbitrary scalar f given in Appendix C, we will discuss four typical terms. The first is δ3ρ.
Making use of the commutators of directional covariant derivatives, we can compute the long
direction derivative of any third derivatives of ρ on the sphere —for example, one has that,
Dδ3ρ = Γ5 + Γ3δΓ + Γ(δΓ)2 + Γ2δ2Γ + δΓδ2Γ + ρδ3(+ ¯)
+ (4− 2¯+ 5ρ)δ3ρ+ σδ3σ¯ + σ¯δ3σ + σδ2δ¯ρ,
where here Γ represents linear combinations of the coefficients , ρ and σ, whose precise form is
not crucial for the discussion. The L2-norm of the term δΓδ2Γ can be split as
||δΓδ2Γ||L2(Su,v) ≤ ||/∇Γ||L4(Su,v)||/∇2Γ||L4(Su,v).
The first term on the right-hand side of the inequality can be controlled using the results of
Proposition 8. The second term can be controlled using the Sobolev inequality,
||/∇2Γ||L4(Su,v) ≤ C(∆e?)
(||/∇2Γ||L2(Su,v) + ||/∇3Γ||L2(Su,v)) .
Proceeding in a similar way with the other terms in the equation for Dδ3ρ and the using the long
direction inequality in Proposition 2 leads to
||δ3ρ||L2(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?) + C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?)
∫ v
0
(
||/∇3ρ||L2(Su,v′ ) + ||/∇3σ||L2(Su,v′ )
)
dv′.
The second representative term in the expansion of ||/∇3ρ||L2(Su,v) is ||$δ2ρ||L2(SSu,v) (recall
that $ ≡ β − α¯). One has
D($δ2ρ) = D$(δ2ρ) +$Dδ2ρ
= (Ψ1 + Γ
2 + δ− δ¯)δ2ρ+ Γ5 + Γ3δΓ +$(δΓ)2 + Γ2δ2Γ,
from which we can conclude that
||$δ2ρ||L2(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?) + C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?)
∫ v
0
||/∇3ρ||L2(Su,v′ )dv′,
by Sobolev embedding as before. The third representative term is ||δ$δρ||L2(Su,v) for which we
have
D(δ$δρ) = −Ψ1p¯iδρ+ Γ3δρ+ δΨ1δρ+ Γ(δΓ)2 + δ2(− ¯)δρ,
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so that
||δ$δρ||L2(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?) + C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?)
∫ v
0
||/∇3ρ||L2(Su,v′ )dv′.
The fourth representative term is $2δρ for which we can compute
D($2δρ) = 2$Ψ1δρ+ Γ
3δΓ + Γ(δΓ)2 + Γ5.
Consequently, one finds that
||$2δρ||L2(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?).
Combining all the expressions arising in the expansion of /∇3ρ one then concludes,
||/∇3ρ||L2(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?) + C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?)
∫ v
0
(
||/∇3ρ||L2(Su,v′ ) + ||/∇3σ||L2(Su,v′ )
)
dv′,
and Gro¨nwall’s inequality finally gives
||/∇3ρ||L2(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?) + C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?)
∫ v
0
||/∇3σ||L2(Su,v′ )dv′.
In order to estimate ||/∇3σ||L2(Su,v), we make use, again, of the general expressions contained in
Appendix C. For brevity we focus our attention on ||δ3σ||L2(Su,v). Making use of the integration
identity in Appendix D and the commutators one finds that
||δ3σ||L2(Su,v) = ||δ¯δ2σ||L2(Su,v) = ||δ2δ¯σ||L2(Su,v) + · · ·
where the ellipsis denotes lower order derivative terms. Now, the constraint structure equation
(Codazzi equation) (30q) lets us transform this norm further to a norm of the same order forρ.
Thus, one concludes that
||/∇3ρ||L2(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?) + C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?)
∫ v
0
||/∇3ρ||L2(Su,v′ )dv′.
This inequality in turn implies that
||/∇3ρ||L2(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?),
||/∇3σ||L2(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?).
Estimates for τ and χ. Making use of the structure equation (30b) and the commutators we
obtain
Dδ3τ = δ3Ψ1 + Γδ
3Γ1 + Γδ
3τ + Γδ2Ψ1 + δΓδ
2Γ + Γ2δ2Γ
+ Γ2δΨ1 + δΓδΨ1 + Γ
3δΓ + Γ(δΓ)2,
where Γ1 contains combinations of , α, β, ρ and σ. Thus, using the main bootstrap assumption
and the definition of ∆Ψ we obtain that
||/∇3τ ||L2(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ? ,∆Ψ) + C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?)
∫ v
0
||/∇3τ ||L2(Su,v′ )dv′.
Accordingly, using Gro¨nwall’s inequality one arrives to
||/∇3τ ||L2(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ? ,∆Ψ).
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The construction of an estimate for χ is similar. In this case we obtain that
||/∇3χ||L2(Su,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ? ,∆Ψ).
Estimates for the remaining connection coefficients. In order to provide estimates for
||/∇3{µ, λ, α, β, }||L2(Su,v),
we make use of the transport equations along the short direction. The proofs for the various
coefficients are similar so for brevity we discuss only the argument for . In this case one can
readily compute that
∆δ3 = −δ3Ψ2 + Γδ3Γ1 + Γδ3+ Ψ1δ2Γ + δΓδ2Γ + Γ2δ2Γ
+ Γδ2Ψ2 + Γ
2δΨ2 + Γ
3δΓ + Γ(δΓ)2 + Γ3Ψ2 + Γ
5,
where the coefficients Γ1 do not contain . Making use of the short direction inequality of
Proposition 2 we obtain that
||/∇3||L2(Su,v) ≤ 2||/∇3||L2(S0,v) + C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?)∆Ψε1/2
+ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?)
∫ u
0
||/∇3||L2(Su′,v)du′.
In particular, we can choose the range of integration sufficiently small so that
||/∇3||L2(Su,v) ≤ 3∆Γ? .
The argument for ||/∇3{µ, λ, α, β}||L2(Su,v) is the same.
Concluding the argument. An inspection of the estimates obtained in the previous paragraphs
shows that we have improved the initial bootstrap assumption. This concludes the proof of the
proposition.
6.5 Main estimates for the curvature
We are now in the position to obtain the main estimates for the components of the Weyl ten-
sor. We start with an estimate on a given pair of null hypersurfaces in terms of their value at
hypersurfaces in the past.
Proposition 13 (basic control of components of the Weyl tensor on the light cones in
terms of its values on causal diamonds). Suppose that we are given a solution to the vacuum
EFEs in Stewart’s gauge and that Du,v is contained in the existence area. The following L2
estimates for the Weyl curvature hold:∑
i=0,1,2
∫
Nu(0,v)
|Ψi|2 +
∑
j=1,2,3
∫
N ′v(0,u)
Q−1|Ψj |2
≤
∑
i=0,1,2
∫
N0(0,v)
|Ψi|2 +
∑
j=1,2,3
∫
N ′0(0,u)
Q−1|Ψj |2 +
∫
Du,v
|ΨHΨΓ + cc|,
where Ψ contains Ψk, k = 0, ..., 4, ΨH denotes the components Ψk, k = 0, ..., 3, “cc” denotes the
complex conjugate of the last term on the right-hand side and Γ stands for arbitrary connection
coefficients from the collection {µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ, τ}.
Proof. Assuming, as always that the vacuum field equations of GR are satisfied, we start consid-
ering the Bianchi identities (31b) and (31a) written schematically as
∆Ψ0 = δΨ1 + ΓΨ,
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DΨ1 = δ¯Ψ0 + ΓΨ.
Then, integration by parts one obtains (again, using schematic notation) that∫
Du,v
Ψ¯0∆Ψ0 =
∫
Du,v
Ψ¯0δΨ1 +
∫
Du,v
Ψ¯0ΓΨ
= −
∫
Du,v
Ψ1δΨ¯0 −
∫
Du,v
Ψ1Ψ¯0$ +
∫
Ψ¯0ΓΨ
= −
∫
Du,v
Ψ1DΨ¯1 +
∫
Du,v
{Ψ¯0,Ψ1}ΓΨ.
Hence, using the identities in Lemma 8, we conclude that∫
Nu(0,v)
|Ψ0|2 +
∫
N ′v(0,u)
Q−1|Ψ1|2 ≤
∫
N0(0,v)
|Ψ0|2 +
∫
N ′0(0,u)
Q−1|Ψ1|2 +
∫
Du,v
(|{Ψ0,Ψ1}ΨΓ + cc|),
where in the previous expression Ψ contains Ψ0,1,2. Analogous inequalities can be obtained for
the pairs ∆Ψ1, DΨ2, and ∆Ψ2, DΨ3.
Similar estimates can be obtained for the first angular derivatives of the components of the
Weyl tensor.
Proposition 14 (control of the first angular derivatives of the components of the Weyl
tensor). Again let Du,v be contained in the existence area, then we have that∑
i=0,1,2
∫
Nu(0,v)
|/∇Ψi|2 +
∑
j=1,2,3
∫
N ′v(0,u)
Q−1|/∇Ψj |2
≤
∑
i=0,1,2
∫
N0(0,v)
|/∇Ψi|2 +
∑
j=1,2,3
∫
N ′0(0,u)
Q−1|/∇Ψj |2 +
∫
Du,v
|/∇ΨH |(|ΨΓ2|+ |Γ/∇Ψ|+ |Ψ/∇Γ|),
where Ψ contains Ψk, k = 0, ..., 4, and ΨH contains Ψk, k = 0, ..., 3, and again Γ stands for
some combination of the connection coefficients {µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ, τ}.
Proof. Again, we make use of integration by parts. Consider for example∫
Du,v
δ¯Ψ¯0∆δΨ0 =
∫
Du,v
δ¯Ψ¯0δ
2Ψ1 +
∫
Du,v
δ¯Ψ¯0(Γ
2Ψi + ΓδΨi + ΨiδΓ)
= −
∫
Du,v
δδ¯Ψ¯0δΨ1 +
∫
Du,v
δ¯Ψ¯0(Γ
2Ψi + ΓδΨi + ΨiδΓ)
= −
∫
Du,v
δΨ1Dδ¯Ψ¯1 +
∫
Du,v
(δ¯Ψ¯0, δΨ1)(Γ
2Ψi + ΓδΨi + ΨiδΓ)
with i = 0, 1, 2. A similar expression can be obtained for the combination∫
Du,v
δΨ¯0∆δ¯Ψ0 +
∫
Du,v
δ¯Ψ1DδΨ¯1.
Thus, using Lemma 8 can conclude that∫
Nu(0,v)
|/∇Ψ0|2 +
∫
N ′v(0,u)
Q−1|/∇Ψ1|2 ≤
∫
N0(0,v)
|/∇Ψ0|2 +
∫
N ′0(0,v)
Q−1|/∇Ψ1|2
+
∫
Du,v
|/∇{Ψ0,Ψ1}|(|ΨΓ2|+ |Γ/∇Ψ|+ |Ψ/∇Γ|),
where Ψ contains the components Ψ0, Ψ1 and Ψ2. A similar computation for the other pairs of
components renders the desired result.
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The previous result can be extended to include higher order derivatives. More precisely:
Proposition 15 (control of the higher angular derivatives of the components of the
Weyl tensor). Let Du,v again be contained in the existence area. Given a non-negative inte-
ger m, one has ∑
i=0,1,2
∫
Nu(0,v)
|/∇mΨi|2 +
∑
j=1,2,3
∫
N ′v(0,u)
Q−1|/∇mΨj |2
≤
∑
i=0,1,2
∫
N0(0,v)
|/∇mΨi|2 +
∑
j=1,2,3
∫
N ′0(0,v)
Q−1|/∇mΨj |2
+
∫
Du,v
|/∇mΨH |
∑
i1+i2+i3+i4=m
|/∇i1Γi2 ||/∇i3Γ||/∇i4Ψ|.
where Ψ contains the components Ψk, k = 0, ..., 4, and ΨH contains the components Ψk, k =
0, ..., 3. Again Γ stands for some combination of the connection coefficients {µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ, τ}.
To wrap up the argument we also need estimates on the components Ψ3 and Ψ4. These follow
from the Bianchi identities
∆Ψ3 − δΨ4 = 4Ψ4β −Ψ4τ − 4Ψ3µ,
DΨ4 − δ¯Ψ3 = Ψ4(ρ− 4) + 2Ψ3(3α+ 2β)− 3Ψ2λ. (24)
Using a similar approach to the one used in the previous propositions one can prove the following:
Proposition 16 (control of the higher angular derivatives of the “bad” components of
the Weyl tensor). Let Du,v be contained in the existence area. Given a non-negative integer m,
one has that ∫
Nu(0,v)
|/∇mΨ3|2 +
∫
N ′v(0,u)
Q−1|/∇mΨ4|2
≤
∫
N0(0,v)
|/∇mΨ3|2 +
∫
N ′0(0,u)
Q−1|/∇mΨ4|2
+
∫
Du,v
|/∇mΨ4|
∑
i1+i2+i3+i4=m
|/∇i1Γ′ i2 ||/∇i3Γ′||/∇i4Ψ4|
+
∫
Du,v
|/∇mΨ3|
∑
i1+i2+i3+i4=m
|/∇i1Γi2 ||/∇i3Γ||/∇i4Ψ|
+
∫
Du,v
|/∇mΨ4|
∑
i1+i2+i3+i4=m
|/∇i1Γi2 ||/∇i3Γ||/∇i4Ψ′H |,
where Ψ contains the components Ψ3 and Ψ4, while Ψ
′
H contains the components Ψ2 and Ψ3.
Here Γ stands for some combination of the connection coefficients {µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, τ, σ}. Because
neither the coefficient of Ψ4 on the right hand side of (24) nor the NP δδ¯-commutator (29d)
contain τ, χ terms, neither does Γ′.
Propositions 13-16 clearly make no use of the estimates demonstrated in the previous sections.
Finally, we therefore conclude this section with the main estimate for the components of the Weyl
tensor employing our earlier work. This proposition makes only assumptions on the initial data.
Proposition 17 (control of the components of the Weyl tensor in terms of the initial
data). Suppose we are given a solution to the vacuum EFE’s in Stewart’s gauge emanating from
data for the CIVP as prepared in Lemma 2, satisfying
∆e? , ∆Γ? , ∆Ψ? <∞,
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with the solution itself satisfying
sup
u,v
||{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ, τ, χ}||L∞(Su,v) <∞ , sup
u,v
||/∇{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ}||L4(Su,v) <∞ ,
sup
u,v
||/∇2{µ, λ, α, β, , ρ, σ, τ}||L2(Su,v) <∞ , sup
u,v
||/∇3{µ, λ, α, β, , τ}||L2(Su,v) <∞ ,
∆Ψ(S) <∞ , ∆Ψ <∞ ,
on some truncated causal diamond D tu,v• . Then there exists ε? = ε?(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?) such that
for ε? ≤ ε we have
∆Ψ ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?).
Proof. The aim in this proof is to control the terms involving integrals on the diamond Du,v
arising in Propositions 15 and 16 for m ≤ 3. Starting with Proposition 15 one has that the
relevant integral is given by∫
Du,v
|/∇mΨH |
∑
i1+i2+i3+i4=m
|/∇i1Γi2 ||/∇i3Γ||/∇i4Ψ|, (25)
for (u, v) in D tε,v• . On the one hand, for the first factor in this integral, given that ΨH ∈{Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3} can be controlled in L2(Nu(0, v)), one readily obtains
||/∇mΨH ||L2(Du,v) =
(∫ u
0
∫ v
0
∫
Su′,v′
|/∇mΨH |2dv′du′
)1/2
≤ C∆Ψε1/2,
On the other, for the factors contains Ψ4, one only has control on N ′v(0, u) —that is,
||/∇mΨ||L2(Du,v) ≤ C∆Ψ.
It then follows that the integral (25) can be estimated as,∫
Du,v
|/∇mΨH |
∑
i1+i2+i3+i4=m
|/∇i1Γi2 ||/∇i3Γ||/∇i4Ψ|
≤ Cε1/2∆Ψ
∑
i1+i2+i3+i4≤3
||/∇i1Γi2/∇i3Γ/∇i4Ψ||L2(Du,v). (26)
In particular, for m = 0, the right-hand side of the above inequality gives
Cε1/2∆Ψ||ΓΨ||L2(Du,v) ≤ C1/2∆Ψ||Γ||L∞(S)||Ψ||L2(Du,v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ? ,∆Ψ)ε1/2.
Next, when m = 1, we have that the right-hand of inequality (26) gives
Cε1/2∆Ψ||Γ2Ψ + Γ|/∇Ψ|+ Ψ|/∇Γ|||L2(Du,v).
The first two terms can be controlled like the case m = 0, and the third can be controlled by
means of Sobolev embedding:
||Ψ|/∇Γ|||L2(Su,v) ≤ ||/∇Γ||L∞(Su,v)||Ψ||L2(Du,v)
≤ (||/∇Γ||L2(Su,v) + ||/∇2Γ||L2(Su,v) + ||/∇3Γ||L2(Su,v)) ||Ψ||L2(Du,v).
For the case m = 2, the terms on the right-hand side of inequality (26) give
Cε1/2∆Ψ||Γ|/∇2Ψ|+ Γ3Ψ + Γ2|/∇Ψ|+ ΨΓ|/∇Γ|+ |/∇Ψ||/∇Γ|+ Ψ|/∇2Γ|||L2(Du,v). (27)
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All terms, save last one, can be controlled by analysis analogous to that used in the previous
cases. To see this, we split the L∞-norm of the connection coefficient and the L2-normal of the
curvature. The L∞-normal can then be controlled by means of Sobolev embedding. For the last
term, we have(∫ u
0
∫ v
0
∫
Su′,v′
(Ψ|/∇2Γ|)2dv′du′
)1/2
≤
(∫ u
0
∫ v
0
||Ψ||2L∞(Su′,v′ )||/∇
2Γ||2L2(Su′,v′ )dv
′du′
)1/2
≤
(
sup
Du,v
||/∇2Γ||L2(Su′,v′ )
)
2∑
i=0
||/∇iΨ||L2(Du,v),
hence (27) under control.
Finally, when m = 3 the terms on the right-hand side of inequality (26) give
Cε1/2∆Ψ||(Γ|/∇3Ψ|+ Ψ|/∇3Γ|+ |/∇Γ||/∇2Ψ|+ |/∇Ψ||/∇2Γ|+ Γ2|/∇2Ψ|+ ΓΨ|/∇2Γ|
+ Γ|/∇Γ||/∇Ψ|+ Ψ|/∇Γ|2 + Γ3|/∇Ψ|+ ΨΓ2|/∇Γ|+ Γ4Ψ)||L2(Du,v).
The various terms in this expression can be estimated in a manner analogous to the previous
cases. We conclude that the integral over Du,v can be controlled by∫
Du,v
|/∇mΨH |
∑
i1+i2+i3+i4=m
|/∇i1Γi2 ||/∇i3Γ||/∇i4Ψ| ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ? ,∆Ψ)ε1/2.
We now proceed to examine the estimate from Proposition 16. The terms in∫
Du,v
|/∇mΨ3|
∑
i1+i2+i3+i4=m
|/∇i1Γi2 ||/∇i3Γ||/∇i4Ψ|
are identical to those already analysed and can be controlled by
C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ? ,∆Ψ)ε
1/2.
The terms ∫
Du,v
|/∇mΨ4|
∑
i1+i2+i3+i4=m
|/∇i1Γi2 ||/∇i3Γ||/∇i4Ψ′H |
can also be controlled because the components of the Weyl tensor contained in Ψ′H = {Ψ2,Ψ3}
have already been shown to be controlled. The remaining terms are∫
Du,v
|/∇mΨ4|
∑
i1+i2+i3+i4=m
|/∇i1Γ′ i2 ||/∇i3(ρ+ )||/∇i4Ψ4|.
We proceed to by treating m = 0, . . . , 3 individually. Notice in particular, that Γ′ does contains
neither τ nor χ. Crucially the weakest bounds of Proposition 11 and Proposition 12 involv-
ing ∆Ψ are therefore not invoked in the resulting computation, and so after a lengthy analysis
one concludes that these terms satisfy∫
Du,v
|/∇mΨ4|
∑
i1+i2+i3+i4=m
|/∇i1Γi2 ||/∇i3(ρ+ )||/∇i4Ψ4|
≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?)
∫ v
0
||/∇mΨ4||L2(N ′
v′ (0,u))
m∑
i=0
||/∇iΨ4||L2(N ′
v′ (0,u))
dv′
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≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?)
∫ v
0
m∑
i=0
||/∇iΨ4||2L2(N ′
v′ (0,u))
dv′.
Substituting the previous expressions into the inequality of Proposition 16 one concludes that
3∑
i=0
||/∇iΨ4||2L2(N ′v(0,u)) ≤ C∆Ψ? + C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ? ,∆Ψ)ε
1/2
+ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?)
∫ v
0
m∑
i=0
||/∇iΨ4||2L2(N ′v(0,u))dv
′.
Accordingly, using Gro¨nwall’s inequality and taking ε sufficiently small one finds,
3∑
i=0
||/∇iΨ4||2L2(N ′v(0,u)) ≤ C∆Ψ? + C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ? ,∆Ψ)ε
1/2 ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?).
Using this estimate, it follows that
∆Ψ ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?) + C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ? ,∆Ψ)ε1/2.
Taking ε small enough we have proven the proposition.
7 Last slice argument and the end of the proof
In this section we make use of the estimates developed in the previous sections to show the
existence of solutions to the vacuum Einstein field equations exists in the rectangular domain
D = {0 ≤ u ≤ ε, 0 ≤ v ≤ v•}.
The strategy makes use of an argument by contradiction known as the last slice argument, in
which it is assumed that the solution does not fill the whole of D and, accordingly, there exists a
hypersurface (the last slice) which bounds the domain of existence of the solution. The estimates
we have constructed in the previous sections allow then to show that, in fact, on this slice
the solution and its derivatives are bounded. Thus, it is possible to make use of the standard
Cauchy problem for the Einstein field equations to show that the solution extends beyond the
hypersurface t∗ —an observation which contradicts the original assumption.
7.1 Setup
In order to implement the above strategy one foliates the rectangle D by means of spacelike
hypersurfaces. To this end recall definition (5) of the time function
t ≡ u+ v
so that ∇t is timelike. Let Σt denote the level sets of t.
The last slice argument starts by invoking the local existence result for the CIVP based on
Rendall’s reduction strategy. This result ensures the existence of a solution to evolution equations
in a neighbourhood V of S? on J+(S?) —see Theorem 2. Within this neighbourhood there exists a
truncated causal diamond on which all the bootstrap assumptions required to obtain the estimates
from the previous sections hold. Thus, we know that the set on which the bootstrap hypotheses
hold is non-empty, and hence render our estimates applicable. The rest of the last slice argument
proceeds now to show that this basic truncated causal diamond can be progressively enlarged as
long as one has control on the initial data on the null cone N? thus exhausting the domain D.
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N?D
N ′?
Su?,v?
t∗
t = u+ v = constant
Σt
Figure 3: Setup for the last slice argument. On each slice of the family of hypersurfaces Σt one
has a smooth initial data set (ht,Kt) for the vacuum Einstein field equations. The estimates of
Proposition 17 then show that even on the last slice Σt∗ one has a well initial data set. Thus, the
solution can be extended beyond this slice —a contradiction!
If the solution does not exist in the whole of D, we must have t∗ ∈ (0, I + ε) such that
t∗ = sup{t : the spacetime exists in D ∩ ∪τ∈[0,t)Στ}.
Let ht and Kt be, respectively, the induced metric and second fundamental form on Σt. A
schematic depiction of the geometric set-up is shown in Figure 3.
7.2 Main argument
In the following we will show that the fields ht and Kt converge in C
∞ to fields ht∗ and Kt∗ .
Moreover, it will be shown that the pair (ht∗ ,Kt∗) satisfy the Einstein constraint equations
on Σt∗ . In order to show this, it is necessary to show that all derivatives of ht are bounded
uniformly in L2(Σt) for all t < t
∗. The method proceeds by induction:
Base step. The first step corresponds, in essence, to the estimates obtained in the previous
sections. More precisely, we have first derived uniform estimates for the L∞-norm of the zeroth
order derivatives of connection on D —see Proposition 7. For this we needed to assume that
sup
u,v
||/∇2τ ||L2(Su,v) <∞, sup
u,v
||/∇3τ ||L2(Su,v) <∞, ∆Ψ(S) <∞, ∆Ψ <∞ (28)
on the truncated causal diamond. These conditions also lead to the analysis the L4-norms of
the first order derivatives (Proposition 8) and L2-norms of the second order derivatives of the
connection —see Proposition 9. Now, using the bootstrap assumptions, it follows that ∆Ψ(S) <
∞ uniformly on D with bounds given in terms of the initial data —thus, this condition can be
removed from the list in (28). Similarly, we can also drop the condition ||/∇3τ ||L2(Su,v) <∞ and
estimate the L2-norm of the third order angular derivatives of the connection. In order to do so,
we make use of the D-direction (i.e. the long direction) equations for the NP coefficients ρ and σ,
rather than the equations along the short direction as we want to avoid dealing with the higher
order derivative of τ on spheres Su,v. Now, using integration by parts, one concludes that ∆Ψ
satisfies a similar uniform bound on D. Thus, it has been shown that given some initial data on
the initial light cone, it is possible to estimate the L2-norm on the spheres Su,v of the connection
coefficients and their derivatives up to third order.
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t∗
D+(Σt∗)
N?
W
Figure 4: Zoom in on the hypothetical last slice. Regular Cauchy initial data on Σt∗ allows to
extend the solution to, at least, a slab on D+(Σt∗) making use of the standard Cauchy problem
for the Einstein field equations. On the wedge W, a solution can be recovered by appealing to
Rendall’s formulation of the local CIVP.
Intermediate step. The previous analysis is the base step of the induction. As an intermediate
induction step one analyses the fourth order derivatives of the connection coefficients. To this
end, we make use of the same approach used in the analysis of the third order derivatives in
Proposition 12 This approach requires the control of the norms of the fourth order derivatives of
the components of the Weyl tensor on the light cone. As in the case of the Base Step, the required
bounds need to be uniform on the truncated causal diamond with bounds given in terms of the
initial data. This control can be achieved by the using integration by parts as in the analysis of
Proposition 17.
Remark 16. The reason the method to analyse the fourth order derivatives of the connection
coefficients is different from that of the third and lower orders lies in the structural properties of
the equations —these properties become manifest when considering higher order derivatives. In
particular, one has that:
i). For zeroth-order derivatives, we cannot make use of the Codazzi equation to access the norms
of ρ and σ, since the Codazzi equation is a first order equation for the derivatives of ρ and σ.
Further difficulties arise from the nonlinear term ρ2 in the D-direction equation (30m) for
the coefficient ρ.
ii). For the first-order derivatives, we can readily estimate the L2-norm of the connection. How-
ever, this is not enough for the second order derivatives. In the L2 estimate for the second
order derivatives of the connections, we need Ho¨lder’s inequality to separate products of the
form δΓ× δΓ. This procedure leads to estimates involving the L4-norm.
Induction step. A procedure analogous to the one used to control the fourth order derivatives of
the connection coefficients is employed to estimate the k+1-th order derivatives of the connection
if control on the derivatives of k-th order is assumed. This calculation, requires, in particular,
control of the value of such norms on the initial light cone —this control follows readily from the
procedure used to evaluate the formal derivatives on the initial light cone —see Lemma 4.
Concluding the argument. The previous step shows that it is possible to obtain control
over the L2-norms of all angular derivatives of the connection over the rectangular domain D.
Control of the derivatives respect to the optical functions u and v can be obtained by applying, as
required, the directional covariant derivatives D and ∆ to the evolution equations and commuting.
Since the domain is bounded, then all derivatives of ht and Kt are bounded uniformly in L
2(Σt)
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for t < t∗. Moreover, one has that the 1-parameter family of data (ht,Kt) converges uniformly
in C∞ to a pair (ht∗ ,Kt∗). The pair (ht∗ ,Kt∗) satisfies the Einstein constraint equations on
the hypersurface defined t = t∗ —see [18]. This leads to a contradiction with the assumption of
the existence of a last slice as the theory of the Cauchy problem for the Einstein field equations
allows us to readily obtain a (future) development of the data set (ht∗ ,Kt∗) —see Figure 4 Thus,
no such last slice exists and the solution to the Einstein vacuum equations exists on the whole of
the rectangular domain D.
7.3 Statement of the main result
The long analysis of the preceding sections leads to the following:
Theorem 4 (main result —improved local existence for the CIVP for the EFE). Given
regular initial data for the vacuum Einstein field equations as contructed in Lemma 2 on the null
hypersurfaces N?∪N ′? for I ≡ {0 ≤ v ≤ v•}, there exists ε > 0 such that a unique smooth solution
to the vacuum Einstein field equations exists in the region where v ∈ I and 0 ≤ u ≤ ε defined by
the null coordinates (u, v). The number ε can be chosen to depend only on I, ∆e? , ∆Γ? and ∆Ψ? .
Furthermore, in this area one has that,
sup
u,v
sup
Γ∈{µ,λ,ρ,σ,α,β,,τ,χ}
max
{ 1∑
i=0
||/∇iΓ||L∞(Su,v),
2∑
i=0
||/∇iΓ||L4(Su,v),
3∑
i=0
||/∇iΓ||L2(Su,v)
}
+
3∑
i=0
sup
Ψ∈{Ψ0,Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3}
sup
u
||/∇iΨ||L2(Nu) + sup
Ψ∈{Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3,Ψ4}
sup
v
||/∇iΨ||L2(N ′v) ≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ?).
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A The Einstein field equations in the NP formalism
This appendix serves as quick reference of the basic equations of our analysis. Throughout we
make use of the NP formalism in the conventions used in the book by J. Stewart [26] which, in
turn, follows the conventions in [27].
The spin connection coefficients
Given a NP frame {la, na, ma, m¯a}, we define the complex spin connection coefficients as,
κ ≡ −malb∇bla, ρ ≡ −mam¯b∇bla, σ ≡ −mamb∇bla, τ ≡ −manb∇bla,
ν ≡ m¯anb∇bna, µ ≡ m¯amb∇bna, λ ≡ m¯am¯b∇bna, pi ≡ m¯alb∇bna,
α ≡ 1
2
(lam¯b∇bna −mam¯b∇bm¯a), β ≡ 1
2
(m¯amb∇bma − namb∇bla),
 ≡ 1
2
(m¯alb∇bma − nalb∇bla), γ ≡ 1
2
(lanb∇bna −manb∇bm¯a).
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The directional covariant derivatives
The directional covariant derivatives along the directions given by the elements of the NP frame
are given by
D ≡ la∇a, ∆ ≡ na∇a δ ≡ ma∇a, δ¯ = m¯a∇a.
The commutators
The NP directional covariant derivatives satisfy the commutator relations
(∆D −D∆)ψ = ((γ + γ¯)D + (+ ¯)∆− (τ¯ + pi)δ − (τ + p¯i)δ¯)ψ, (29a)
(δD −Dδ)ψ = ((α¯+ β − p¯i)D + κ∆− (ρ¯+ − ¯)δ − σδ¯)ψ, (29b)
(δ∆−∆δ)ψ = (− ν¯D + (τ − α¯− β)∆ + (µ− γ + γ¯)δ + λ¯δ¯)ψ, (29c)
(δ¯δ − δδ¯)ψ = ((µ¯− µ)D + (ρ¯− ρ)∆ + (α− β¯)δ − (α¯− β)δ¯)ψ., (29d)
where ψ is any scalar field. Here we have highlighted the terms which vanish in our gauge.
The components of the curvature
The components of the Weyl tensor Cabcd, trace-free Ricci tensor Φab and the Ricci scalar R,
namely {Ψ0, Ψ1, Ψ2, Ψ3, Ψ4}, {Φ00, Φ01, Φ02, Φ11, Φ12, Φ22} and Λ are defined as
Ψ0 ≡ Cabcdlamblcmd, Ψ1 ≡ Cabcdlanblcmd, Ψ2 ≡ 1
2
Cabcdl
anb(lcnd −mcm¯d)
Ψ3 ≡ Cabcdnalbncm¯d, Ψ4 ≡ Cabcdnam¯bncm¯d,
Φ00 ≡ 1
2
R{ab}lalb, Φ01 ≡ 1
2
R{ab}lamb, Φ02 ≡ 1
2
R{ab}mamb,
Φ11 ≡ 1
4
R{ab}(lanb +mam¯b), Φ12 ≡ 1
2
R{ab}namb, Φ22 ≡ 1
2
R{ab}nanb,
Λ ≡ − R
24
where the curly brackets denote the symmetric, trace-free part.
A.0.1 The NP Ricci identities
The NP Ricci identities (also known as the second structure equations) take the form:
∆−Dγ = Λ− Φ11 −Ψ2 + (2γ + γ¯) + γ¯+ κν − βpi − αp¯i − ατ − piτ − βτ¯ , (30a)
∆κ−Dτ = −Φ01 −Ψ1 + 3γκ+ γ¯κ− p¯iρ− piσ − τ + ¯τ − ρτ − στ¯ , (30b)
∆pi −Dν = −Φ21 −Ψ3 + 3ν + ¯ν − γpi + γ¯pi − µpi − λp¯i − λτ − µτ¯ , (30c)
δγ −∆β = Φ12 − α¯γ − 2βγ + βγ¯ + αλ¯+ βµ− ν¯ − νσ + γτ + µτ, (30d)
δ−Dβ = −Ψ1 + α¯+ β¯+ γκ+ κµ− p¯i − βρ¯− ασ − piσ, (30e)
δκ−Dσ = −Ψ0 + α¯κ+ 3βκ− κp¯i − 3σ + ¯σ − ρσ − ρ¯σ + κτ, (30f)
δν −∆µ = Φ22 + λλ¯+ γµ+ γ¯µ+ µ2 − α¯ν − 3βν − ν¯pi + ντ, (30g)
δpi −Dµ = −2Λ−Ψ2 + µ+ ¯µ+ κν + α¯pi − βpi − pip¯i − µρ¯− λσ, (30h)
δτ −∆σ = Φ02 − κν¯ + λ¯ρ− 3γσ + γ¯σ + µσ − α¯τ + βτ + τ2, (30i)
δ¯β − δα = −Λ− Φ11 + Ψ2 − αα¯+ 2αβ − ββ¯ − µ+ µ¯− γρ− µρ+ γρ¯+ λσ, (30j)
δ¯γ −∆α = Ψ3 − β¯γ − αγ¯ + βλ+ αµ¯− ν − νρ+ λτ + γτ¯ , (30k)
δ¯−Dα = −Φ10 + 2α+ β¯− α¯+ γκ¯+ κλ− pi − αρ− piρ− βσ¯, (30l)
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δ¯κ−Dρ = −Φ00 + 3ακ+ β¯κ− κpi − ρ− ¯ρ− ρ2 − σσ¯ + κ¯τ, (30m)
δ¯µ− δλ = −Φ21 + Ψ3 − α¯λ+ 3βλ− αµ− β¯µ− µpi + µ¯pi − νρ+ νρ¯, (30n)
δ¯ν −∆λ = Ψ4 + 3γλ− γ¯λ+ λµ+ λµ¯− 3αν − β¯ν − νpi + ντ¯ , (30o)
δ¯pi −Dλ = −Φ20 + 3λ− ¯λ+ κ¯ν − αpi + β¯pi − pi2 − λρ− µσ¯, (30p)
δ¯σ − δρ = −Φ01 + Ψ1 − κµ+ κµ¯− α¯ρ− βρ+ 3ασ − β¯σ − ρτ − ρ¯τ, (30q)
δ¯τ −∆ρ = 2Λ + Ψ2 − κν − γρ− γ¯ρ+ µ¯ρ+ λσ + ατ − β¯τ + τ τ¯ . (30r)
Observe that the above are the full NP Ricci identities. The highlighted terms are those that
vanish either because of the gauge or vacuum conditions. Further simplification following from
Stewart’s gauge (Lemma 1) are ρ = ρ¯, µ = µ¯ and pi = α + β¯. Note furthermore that the three
equations (30j), (30n), (30q), there are constraints on the 2-spheres Su,v.
The Bianchi identities
Finally, the (second) Bianchi identities take the form:
δ¯Ψ0 −DΨ1 +DΦ01 − δΦ00 = (4α− pi)Ψ0 − 2(2ρ+ )Ψ1 + 3κΨ2 + (p¯i − 2α¯− 2β)Φ00
+ 2(+ ρ¯)Φ01 + 2σΦ10 − 2κΦ11 − κ¯Φ02, (31a)
∆Ψ0 − δΨ1 +DΦ02 − δΦ01 = (4γ − µ)Ψ0 − 2(2τ + β)Ψ1 + 3σΨ2 − λ¯Φ00 + 2(p¯i − β)Φ01
+ 2σΦ11 + (ρ¯+ 2− 2¯)Φ02 − 2κΦ12, (31b)
δ¯Ψ3 −DΨ4 + δ¯Φ21 −∆Φ20 = (4− ρ)Ψ4 − 2(2pi + α)Ψ3 + 3λΨ2 + 2λΦ11 − 2νΦ10 − σ¯Φ22
+ (2γ − 2γ¯ + µ¯)Φ20 + 2(τ¯ − α)Φ21, (31c)
∆Ψ3 − δΨ4 + δ¯Φ22 −∆Φ21 = (4β − τ)Ψ4 − 2(2µ+ γ)Ψ3 + 3νΨ2 + 2λΦ12 − 2νΦ11 − ν¯Φ20
+ (τ¯ − 2β¯ − 2α)Φ22 + 2(γ + µ¯)Φ21, (31d)
DΨ2 − δ¯Ψ1 + ∆Φ00 − δ¯Φ01 + 2DΛ = −λΨ0 + 2(pi − α)Ψ1 + 3ρΨ2 − 2κΨ3 − 2τΦ10 + 2ρΦ11
+ σ¯Φ02 + (2γ + 2γ¯ − µ¯)Φ00 − 2(τ¯ + α)Φ01, (31e)
∆Ψ2 − δΨ3 +DΦ22 − δΦ21 + 2∆Λ = σΨ4 + 2(β − τ)Ψ3 − 3µΨ2 + 2νΨ1 + 2piΦ12 − 2µΦ11
− λ¯Φ20 + (ρ¯− 2− 2¯)Φ22 + 2(p¯i + β)Φ21, (31f)
DΨ3 − δ¯Ψ2 −DΦ21 + δΦ20 − 2δ¯Λ = −κΨ4 + 2(ρ− )Ψ3 + 3piΨ2 − 2λΨ1 − 2piΦ11 + 2µΦ10
+ κ¯Φ22 + (2α¯− 2β − p¯i)Φ20 − 2(ρ¯− )Φ21, (31g)
∆Ψ1 − δΨ2 −∆Φ01 + δ¯Φ02 − 2δΛ = νΨ0 + 2(γ − µ)Ψ1 − 3τΨ2 + 2σΨ3 + 2τΦ11 − 2ρΦ12
− ν¯Φ00 + (τ¯ − 2β¯ + 2α)Φ02 + 2(µ¯− γ)Φ01, (31h)
DΦ11 − δΦ10 − δ¯Φ01 + ∆Φ00 + 3DΛ = (2γ − µ+ 2γ¯ − µ¯)Φ00 + (pi − 2α− 2τ¯)Φ01 + σ¯Φ02
+ σΦ20 + (p¯i − 2α¯− 2τ)Φ10 + 2(ρ+ ρ¯)Φ11 − κ¯Φ12
− κΦ21, (31i)
DΦ12 − δΦ11 − δ¯Φ02 + ∆Φ01 + 3δΛ = (−2α+ 2β¯ + pi − τ¯)Φ02 + (ρ¯+ 2ρ− 2¯)Φ12 + ν¯Φ00
− λ¯Φ10 + 2(p¯i − τ)Φ11 + (2γ − 2µ¯− µ)Φ01 + σΦ21
− κΦ22, (31j)
DΦ22 − δΦ21 − δ¯Φ12 + ∆Φ11 + 3∆Λ = (ρ+ ρ¯− 2− 2¯)Φ22 + (2β¯ + 2pi − τ¯)Φ12 + νΦ01
+ ν¯Φ10 + (2β + 2p¯i − τ)Φ21 − 2(µ+ µ¯)Φ11 − λ¯Φ20
− λΦ02. (31k)
As in the case of the Ricci identities we have highlighted the vanishing terms. Note that the last
three equations make no contribution to our analysis as they are satisifed identically.
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B Inequalities
In this appendix, as a quick reference, we list the key inequalities which are used routinely in our
analysis. These inequalities are standard and proofs can be found, e.g. in [29].
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. If u1, ..., un ∈ C and v1, ..., vn ∈ C, we have
|u1v1 + ...+ unvn|2 ≤ (|u1|2 + ...+ |un|2)(|v1|2 + ...+ |vn|2).
Gro¨nwall’s inequality. If β(t) is a non-negative continuous function and u(t) satisfies
u(t) ≤ α(t) +
∫ t
a
β(s)u(s)ds, ∀t ∈ [a, b],
then
u(t) ≤ α(t) +
∫ t
a
α(s)β(s) exp
(∫ t
s
β(r)dr
)
ds, t ∈ [a, b].
In addition, if the function α is non-decreasing, then
u(t) ≤ α(t) exp
(∫ t
a
β(s)ds
)
, t ∈ [a, b].
Moreover, if β ≡ C where C is a positive constant, then
u(t) ≤ C(b− a)α(t).
Young’s inequality. If a and b are non negative real numbers and p and q are positive real
numbers such that 1/p+ 1/q = 1, then
ab ≤ a
p
p
+
bq
q
.
The equality holds if and only if ap = bq. Moreover, if a and b are non negative real numbers
and p ≥ 1, then
ap + bp ≤ (a+ b)p.
Finally, if f(x) is non-negative continuous function and p ≥ 1, then∫
K
fp ≤
(∫
K
f
)p
,
where K is a compact set.
Generalised Ho¨lder’s inequality. Let K be a measurable space. Assume f ∈ Lp(K) and
g ∈ Lq(K) with 1 ≤ p, q ≤ ∞ and 1/r = 1/p+ 1/q ≤ 1, then
||fg||Lr(K) ≤ ||f ||Lp(K)||g||Lq(K).
Gagliardo-Nirenberg-Sobolev inequality. Let U be a bounded, open subset of Rn, and
assume ∂U is C1. Let 1 ≤ p < n, and suppose that u ∈ W 1,p(U). Then u ∈ Lp∗(U), with the
estimate,
||u||Lp∗(U) ≤ C||u||W 1,p(U)
the constant C depending only on p, n and U and 1/p+ 1/p∗ = 1/n.
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C Angular derivatives of a scalar function
In our analysis we make repeated use of properties of the angular derivatives of a scalar field over
the 2-spheres Su,v of constant u, v. In the following let f : Su,v → C denote a sufficiently smooth
complex scalar field.
Definitions and basic inequalities
In terms of the NP vectors ma and m¯a one has that
/∇af = −mam¯b/∇bf − m¯amb/∇bf = −maδ¯f − m¯aδf.
Moreover, we have that
|/∇f |2 ≡ −σab/∇af/∇bf = δ¯fδf¯ + δ¯f¯ δf.
A direct computation shows that,
||/∇f ||Lp(Su,v) =
(∫
Su,v
|δ¯fδf¯ + δ¯f¯ δf |p/2
)1/p
= |||δf |2 + |δ¯f |2||1/2
Lp/2(Su,v)
≤
(
|||δf |2||Lp/2(Su,v) + |||δ¯f |2||Lp/2(Su,v)
)1/2
≤ |||δf |2||1/2
Lp/2(Su,v) + |||δ¯f |
2||1/2
Lp/2(Su,v)
= ||δf ||Lp(Su,v) + ||δ¯f ||Lp(Su,v).
Conversely, we have
||δf ||Lp(Su,v), ||δ¯f ||Lp(Su,v) ≤
(∫
Su,v
|δ¯fδf¯ + δ¯f¯ δf |p/2
)1/p
≤ ||/∇f ||Lp(Su,v).
Thus, we can estimate /∇f in terms of δf and δ¯f and vice versa. This observation is used repeatedly
in the main text.
The Hessian
The Hessian /∇a/∇bf of the scalar function f can be expanded in terms of NP objects as
/∇a/∇bf =
(
δ¯δ¯f + (β¯ − α)δ¯f)mamb + (δδf + (β − α¯)δf) m¯am¯b
+
(
δ¯δf + (α− β¯)δf)mam¯b + (δδ¯f + (α¯− β)δ¯f) m¯amb,
where we have made use of the expansion
/∇amb = (α− β¯)mamb + (β − α¯)m¯amb.
Defining, for convenience, the scalars
T1 ≡ δ¯δ¯f + (β¯ − α)δ¯f, T2 ≡ δ¯δf + (α− β¯)δf,
T3 ≡ δδ¯f + (α¯− β)δ¯f, T4 ≡ δδf + (β − α¯)δf,
one can then write
|/∇2f |2 ≡ σabσcd/∇a/∇cf/∇b/∇df = |T1|2 + |T2|2 + |T3|2 + |T4|2.
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Making use of the above decomposition we then have that
||/∇2f ||Lp(Su,v) =
(∫
Su,v
(|T1|2 + |T2|2 + |T3|2 + |T4|2)p/2
)1/p
≤
4∑
i=1
||Ti||Lp(Su,v)
≤ ||δ2f ||Lp(Su,v) + ||δ¯2f ||Lp(Su,v) + ||δδ¯f ||Lp(Su,v) + ||δ¯δf ||Lp(Su,v)
+ 4∆Γ(||δf ||Lp(Su,v) + ||δ¯f ||Lp(Su,v)), (32)
where ∆Γ is defined as in the main text. Also, observe that ||/∇2f ||Lp(Su,v) is not smaller than
any of the individual terms in the right side of the first inequality (32).
A final observation following the irreducible decomposition
/∇a/∇bf = /∇{a/∇b}f + 1
2
σab/∆f + /∇[a/∇b]f (33)
of the Hessian, where the curly brackets denote the symmetric-tracefree part with respect to the
metric σab, is that
|/∇a/∇bf |2 = |/∇{a/∇b}f |2 + 1
2
|/∆f |2 + |/∇[a/∇b]f |2, (34)
so that
|/∆f |2 ≤ 2|/∇a/∇bf |2 (35)
Third derivatives of a scalar field
As in the main text denote by $ ≡ β− α¯ the simple independent component of the connection of
the 2-sphere Su,v. It follows from the from the structure equation (30j) and its complex conjugate,
that the Gaussian curvature curvature
K ≡ 2$$¯ + 2δ$¯ + 2δ¯$
satisfies the relation
K = σλ+ σ¯λ¯− ρµ− ρ¯µ¯+ Ψ2 + Ψ¯2,
see [27] for details.
Now, the third order covariant derivative of f on Su,v can be expanded as
/∇a/∇b/∇cf = M1mambmc +M5m¯am¯bm¯c +M2m¯ambmc +M6mam¯bm¯c
+M3mambm¯c +M7m¯am¯bmc +M4m¯ambm¯c +M8mam¯bmc,
where,
M1 ≡ −(δ¯3f + 3$¯δ¯2f + δ¯$¯δ¯f + 2$¯2δ¯f),
M2 ≡ −δδ¯2f − $¯δδ¯f + 2$δ¯2f − δ$¯δ¯f + 2$$¯δ¯f,
M3 ≡ −δ¯2δf + $¯δ¯δf + δ¯$¯δf,
M4 ≡ −δδ¯δf + $¯δ2f + δ$¯δf,
M5 ≡ −(δ3f + 3$δ2f + δ$δf + 2$2δf),
M6 ≡ −δ¯δ2f −$δ¯δf + 2$¯δ2f − δ¯$δf + 2$$¯δf,
M7 ≡ −δ2δ¯f +$δδ¯f + δ$δ¯f,
M8 ≡ −δ¯δδ¯f +$δ¯2f + δ¯$δ¯f.
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It follows then that,
|/∇3f |2 =
8∑
i=1
|Mi|2.
From the above expression one finds that
||/∇3f ||Lp(Su,v) ≤ ||δ3f ||Lp(Su,v) + ||δ¯3f ||Lp(Su,v) + ||δ2δ¯f ||Lp(Su,v) + ||δδ¯2f ||Lp(Su,v)
+ ||δ¯2δf ||Lp(Su,v) + ||δ¯δ2f ||Lp(Su,v) + ||δδ¯δf ||Lp(Su,v) + ||δ¯δδ¯f ||Lp(Su,v)
+ 3||$¯δ¯2f ||Lp(Su,v) + ||$¯δδ¯f ||Lp(Su,v) + 2||$δ¯2f ||Lp(Su,v) + ||$¯δ¯δf ||Lp(Su,v)
+ ||$¯δ2f ||Lp(Su,v) + 3||$δ2f ||Lp(Su,v) + ||$δ¯δf ||Lp(Su,v) + 2||$¯δ2f ||Lp(Su,v)
+ ||$δδ¯f ||Lp(Su,v) + ||$δ¯2f ||Lp(Su,v) + ||δ¯$¯δ¯f ||Lp(Su,v) + ||δ$¯δ¯f ||Lp(Su,v)
+ ||δ¯$¯δf ||Lp(Su,v) + ||δ$¯δf ||Lp(Su,v) + ||δ$δf ||Lp(Su,v) + ||δ¯$δf ||Lp(Su,v)
+ ||δ$δ¯f ||Lp(Su,v) + ||δ¯$δ¯f ||Lp(Su,v) + 2||$¯2δ¯f ||Lp(Su,v) + 2||$$¯δ¯f ||Lp(Su,v)
+ 2||$2δf ||Lp(Su,v) + 2||$$¯2δf ||Lp(Su,v).
The above expression contains four representative terms, namely ||δ3f ||Lp(Su,v), ||$δ2f ||Lp(Su,v),
||δ$δf ||Lp(Su,v) and ||$2δf ||Lp(Su,v) which will be used to illustrate the analysis in the main text.
D Integration Identities
In this appendix we prove some integration identities which are routinely used in the main text.
First we observe that a direct calculation yields
/∇APA = 1√
detσ
∂A(
√
detσPA) =
PA√
detσ
∂A
√
detσ + ∂APA
=
1
2
PAσBC∂AσBC + ∂APA = −1
2
PAσBC∂AσBC + ∂APA
= PAPBσBC∂AP¯ C + PAP¯ CσBC∂APB − m¯CδP C −mC δ¯P C ,
= σBCPB(δP¯ C − δ¯P C) = $.
In the last step we have made use of equation (12e). Consequently, we also have that /∇AP¯A = $¯.
Making use of these results we further compute on the arbitrary sphere S that∫
S
|δf |2 =
∫
S
δf δ¯f¯
√
detσd2x =
∫
S
δfP¯A∂Af¯
√
detσd2x,
= −
∫
S
f¯/∇A(δfP¯A) = −
∫
S
f¯ δ¯δf −
∫
S
f¯/∇AP¯Aδf.
On the one hand, the first integral in the last equality can be further expanded as∫
S
f¯ δ¯δf =
∫
S
f¯ δδ¯f −
∫
S
f¯ $¯δf +
∫
S
f¯$δ¯f
=
∫
S
f¯PA∂Aδ¯f −
∫
S
f¯ $¯PA∂Af +
∫
S
f¯$δ¯f
= −
∫
S
δ¯f/∇A(f¯PA) +
∫
S
f /∇A(f¯ $¯PA) +
∫
S
f¯$δ¯f
= −
∫
S
|δ¯f |2 +
∫
S
|f |2|$|2 +
∫
S
|f |2δ$¯ +
∫
S
f$¯δf¯ .
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On the other hand, the second integral can be expanded as∫
S
f¯/∇AP¯Aδf =
∫
S
f¯ $¯δf =
∫
S
f¯ $¯PA/∇Af = −
∫
S
f/∇A(f¯ $¯PA),
= −
∫
S
f$¯PA/∇Af¯ −
∫
S
|f |2PA/∇A$¯ −
∫
S
|f |2$¯ /∇APA
= −
∫
S
f$¯δf¯ −
∫
S
|f |2δ$¯ −
∫
S
|f |2|$|2.
Combining these last expressions one finds that∫
S
|δf |2 =
∫
S
|δ¯f |2.
In other words we have found that
||δf ||L2(Su,v) = ||δ¯f ||L2(Su,v).
E Details in Propositions 8 and 9
In this appendix we provide further details regarding the lengthy computations arising in the
analysis of Propositions 8 and 9.
Estimates on the L4-norm of connection coefficients
In the following we consider, for conciseness, the NP spin connection coefficient λ. Making use of
Proposition 2 to estimate ||λ||L4(S) one finds that
||/∇λ||L4(Su,v) ≤ 2
||/∇λ||L4(S0,v) + C(∆e? ,∆Γ?)∫ u
0
(∫
Su′,v
∆ 〈/∇λ, /∇λ〉2σ
)1/4
du′
 .
One can then estimate∫
Su′,v
|∆ 〈/∇λ, /∇λ〉2σ | =
∫
Su′,v
|/∇λ|2|∆(δ¯λδλ¯+ δ¯λ¯δλ)|
=
∫
Su′,v
|/∇λ|2|(∆δλ)δ¯λ¯+ δλ∆δ¯λ¯+ δλ¯∆δ¯λ+ δ¯λ∆δλ¯|
≤
∫
Su′,v
|/∇λ|2
√
2|δλ|2 + 2|δ¯λ|2
√
2|∆δλ|2 + 2|∆δ¯λ|2
≤ 2
∫
Su′,v
|/∇λ|3 (|∆δλ|+ |∆δ¯λ|) ,
where we have made use of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in the first inequality. Now, making
use of the expressions for ∆δλ and ∆δ¯λ one further finds that,∫
Su′,v
|∆ 〈/∇λ, /∇λ〉2σ | ≤ 2
∫
Su′,v
|/∇λ|3 (|Γ|3 + |Γ||Ψ4|+ |Γ′||/∇λ|+ 4|λ||/∇µ|+ |/∇Ψ4|)
≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S))
(∫
Su′,v
|/∇λ|3 + ||Ψ4||L∞(Su′,v)
∫
Su′,v
|/∇λ|3
)
+ C(∆Γ?)
∫
Su′,v
|/∇λ|4 + C(∆Γ?)
∫
Su′,v
|/∇λ|3|/∇µ|+ 2||/∇Ψ4||L∞(Su′,v)
∫
Su′,v
|/∇λ|3
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≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S))Area(Su′,v)1/4||/∇λ||3L4(Su′,v)
(
1 +
( 2∑
i=0
||/∇iΨ4||L2(Su′,v)
))
+ C(∆Γ?)||/∇λ||3L4(Su′,v)||/∇µ||L4(Su′,v) + C(∆Γ?)||/∇λ||
4
L4(Su′,v)
+ C(∆Γ?)Area(Su′,v)1/4||/∇λ||3L4(Su′,v)
( 3∑
i=1
||/∇iΨ4||L2(Su′,v)
)
,
where in the previous chain of inequalities we have made use of Ho¨lder’s inequality and the
Sobolev’s embedding. Moreover, here Γ represents a linear combination of the NP spin connection
coefficients τ, α, β, µ, λ whereas Γ′ contains no τ term, which allows the use of sharper estimates.
Both Γ and Γ′ are controlled in L∞(Su′,v) as a result of Proposition 7.
Making use of the latter estimate and of the bootstrap assumption in Proposition 8, one
readily obtains that
||/∇λ||L4(Su,v) ≤ 2∆Γ? + C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S))ε+ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S))∆Ψε7/8,
where it has been used that∫ u
0
(∫
Su′,v
|Ψ4|2
)1/8
du′ ≤
(∫ u
0
∫
Su′,v
|Ψ4|2du′
)1/8(∫ u
0
1du′
)7/8
≤ ε7/8||Ψ4||1/4L2(N ′v(0,u)).
Thus, we can choose a suitable ε > 0 such that ||/∇λ||L4(Su,v) ≤ 3∆Γ? . This improves the starting
bootstrap assumption.
Estimates on ||/∇2λ||L2(Su,v)
In this case we start from∫
Su,v
|∆ 〈/∇2λ, /∇2λ〉
σ
| =
∫
Su,v
2|∆(T1T¯1 + T2T¯2 + T3T¯3 + T4T¯4)|
≤ 2
√
2
∫
Su,v
|/∇2λ| (|∆T1|+ |∆T2|+ |∆T3|+ |∆T4|) .
we can then further expand to obtain (in schematic notation for simplicity) that∫
Su′,v
|∆ 〈/∇2λ, /∇2λ〉
σ
| ≤ 2
√
2
∫
Su′,v
|/∇2λ|(|Γ′||/∇2λ|+ |Γ′||/∇2Γ|+ |/∇2Ψ4|+ |/∇Γ||/∇Γ|
+ |Γ2||/∇Γ|+ |Ψ4||/∇Γ|+ |Ψ3||/∇λ|+ |Γ||/∇Ψ4|+ |Ψ4||Γ2|+ |Γ4|)
≤ C(∆Γ?)
∫
Su′,v
|/∇2λ|2 + C(∆Γ?)
∫
Su′,v
|/∇2λ||/∇2Γ|+
∫
Su′,v
|/∇2λ||/∇2Ψ4|
+
∫
Su′,v
|/∇2λ||/∇Γ||/∇Γ|+ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S))
∫
Su′,v
|/∇2λ||/∇Γ|+ C(∆Ψ(S))
∫
Su′,v
|/∇2λ||/∇Γ|
+ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S))
∫
Su′,v
|/∇2λ||/∇Ψ4|+ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S))
∫
Su′,v
|/∇2λ|
+
∫
Su′,v
|/∇2λ||/∇Γ||Ψ4|+ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S))
∫
Su′,v
|/∇2λ||Ψ4|
≤ C(∆Γ?)||/∇2λ||2L2(Su′,v) + C(∆Γ?)||/∇
2λ||L2(Su′,v)||/∇2Γ||L2(Su′,v)
+ ||/∇2λ||L2(Su′,v)||/∇2Ψ4||L2(Su′,v) + ||/∇2λ||L2(Su′,v)||/∇Γ||2L4(Su′,v)
+ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S))||/∇2λ||L2(Su′,v)||/∇Γ||L4(Su′,v) + C(∆e? ,∆Γ?)||Ψ4||L∞(Su′,v)||/∇2λ||L2(Su′,v)
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+ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S))||/∇2λ||L2(Su′,v)||/∇Ψ4||L2(Su′,v) + C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S))||/∇2λ||L2(Su′,v)
+ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S))||/∇2λ||L2(Su′,v)||/∇Γ||L4(Su′,v)||Ψ4||L∞(Su′,v)
≤ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S))(1 + ||Ψ4||L2(Su′,v) + ||/∇Ψ4||L2(Su′,v) + ||/∇2Ψ4||L2(Su′,v)).
In the previous chain of inequalities we have made repeated use of our bootstrap assumption, the
results in Proposition 4 and of Ho¨lder’s inequality. Finally, combining with the short direction
estimate in Proposition 2 we conclude that
||/∇2λ||L2(Su,v) ≤ 2∆Γ? + C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S))ε+ C(I,∆e? ,∆Γ? ,∆Ψ(S))∆Ψε3/4.
The factor ε3/4 results from the transferring of the 2-sphere estimate of Ψ4 to the light cone.
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